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arely has humanity witnessed such an extraordinary pace of ideological, geopolitical, and economic
change as in the past quarter century. The world's population has
doubled and with new discoveries in communications, media,
and computers, the possibility for
the global transmission of information and images has radically
improved. The Cold War has
passed and the strength of most
nation-states has weakened due
to financial difficulties and the
centrifugal pull of both Local and
trai~snationatforces. These vanous changes have stinlulated
much thought and debate about
tlle values that shape and should
shape everyday life. The outcomes of these debates conceming prospective values are certain
to play a central role in shaping
the quality of social capital that
will be available in the 21" century.
The idea for t h s special issue
of Thresholds came from my participation as a researcher with the
International Values Education
Sigma Survey from 1997-1999.
This study was led by William
Curnrnings (SUNY-Buffalo),
Gita Steiner-Kharnsi (Columbia
University), and John Hawkins
(UCLA)' . The focus of the research project was to evaluate the
percqtions of elites regarding
values education in what can
loosely be referred to as the PaThresholds in Education

cific Rim. The study was canied
out in the following settings: the
United States, People's Republic
of China, Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Thailand, South Korea, Mexico,
Hawaii, Singapore, Japan, and
Russia.

Thefocus of
the research project
was to evaluate the

perceptions of elites
regarding values
education in what
can loosely be referred
to as the Pacific Rim.
The instrument was constructed in meetings between
members of the international
team of researchers at the University of Hawaii in summer
1997. The teams for each of the
researcl~sites were composed of
one American and one or more
researchers from the setting
where the eIite sample was taken.
The international team also decided occupationally which
members of the societies could
be considered "elites" in order to
facilitate a certain degree of
commonality across setlings.
Finally, items for the questionnaire were identified around

three major questions that provided the framework for the
questionnaire. These questions
were:

1. Why should there be values
education?
2. What should be taught in
schools?
3. How should values education
be conducted?
Finally, at the end of the
Sigma Survey, elite respondents
were given the opportunity to
elaborate on their thoughts regarding values education in their
educational systems by prow ding
written comments. A number of
researchers also followed up the
questionnaires by interviewing
elites.
For this issue, I reflect my
own personal bias and include
articles drawn h r n several Asian
settings including Malaysia,
Thailand, South Korea, and the
People's Republic of China.
However, I diverge slightly from
this theme with an interesting
article focused on Hawaii. Each
of these articles reflects tensions
inherent in the values education
debate within the respective setting examined. Hawkins, Nanzhao and Lee reflect on the recent
value conflicts inherent in the
recent economic liberalization
juxtaposed with the traditional
emphasis on Social~stvalues.
Barone and Bajunid examine the
increased emphasis on morality

ity in Malaysian rxl~rcationand
the "split" between Is~amic
Education and Mom1 FAucation
and reflections on values
ducation ptactices, Using factor
analysis, Stcincr-Khamsi,
Dawson, and Lim highlight [he
pcrccptions of Mawmian clitcs to
look into the question of whethcr

or not t hcrc arc Pacific values
Endnotes
'A complm set ornatianml case
studi~9wilh a discussion oTmWology will bc published in a forthcoming
b w k by the Un~vcrrityo f Hong Kong
edited by Cummings, Hawk~ns,and

Stciner-Khamsi.

are Pacific valuts fhat wansccnd
national boundaries. Cranlcy,
Pinpradit and Sintoovongse. discuss the reemphasis of values
ducat ion in light of increased
consumerism and the rtxent econamlc crisis in Thailand. Simitarly, Choi and Reed talk about
values education against Ihe

backgmuml of the rapid changes
thal have taken place in Soufh
Koma including oconornic modemiznlion, continuing diqsension
berwecr~North and South Korea,
and thc c l ~ i hbctwccn Western

and Confucian values.
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he recent economic crises in Asia have
brought the issue of
Asian values once again
to the forefront. Although this
time, the debate is somewhat
more strident and to some degree
nationalistic. In the media, commentators are asking the question
Frank Ching of the Fat. Enstern
Eronumic Revie~tlasks, "Are
Asian values finished?" (Ching,
1998). He notes that just as it
was illappropriate for certain
Asian leaders prior to the ecollo~njccrisis to vaunt Asian values over Western values, it is
equally inappropriate for Westem critics to now gloat and suggest that Asian values have no
use and should be replaced with
Western values. He opts for the
middIe ground concluding,
"some values may be more useful
than others at different stages o f
economic development" (Ching,
1998, p. 32).
The fact is, of course, all societies have values that are useful
and others that are socially harmful. In the Asian region, certainly in East Asia, many of the
values that find their way into the
educational system originated in
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China (Cummings and Altbach,
1997). Educators in China today
and during the past decade have
debated which values should be
stressed and how they should be
taught. In this essay, we will
look specifically at China focusing first on the social and political setting of the People's Republic of China, followed by a discussion of the agencies responsible for teaching values (the formal schools, nonforrnal institutions, and agencies external to
the schools), and conclude with a
discussion of the effectiveness of
values education in general. This
discussion will take place in the
context of an elite survey conducted in China to illuminate the
questions of: "why" teach values;
"what" values should be taught;
and "how" should they be
taught.'

The People's Republic of China
and Education: Some General
Comments
From 1949 to the present,
China's educational Iraders have
struggled with the at-tirnes contradictory goals of educating students to be both "Red and
expert."' Although the termin-

ology has changed depending on
the historical period, there has
always been a tension between
these two goals. The tension
culminated in the dramatic and
traumatic period known as the
Cultural Revolution. China's
educational history prior to the
end of the Cultural Revolutio~~
in
1976 has been detailed elsew here
(Hayhoe, 1989; Hawk ins, 1 983)
and will not be focused on here
The notion that schools should
promote socialist values and
maintain a balance between "Red
and expert" remained part of the
official rhetoric. And during this
period, the idea that schools can
and shouId play a powerful role in
transmitting correct values to
children was revived. This
movement accelerated from 19XO82 with a concerted effort to
rebuild some form of moral base
thought to have been destroyed
during the Cultural Revolution.
Many of the values expressed
during this penod were focused on
individual personal qualities,
essentiallj conservdtl t c (hllowIng orders and tecogn~z~ng
herarchy) harking back to Cot~fuc~an
norms. From 1983-54, the effort
moved beyond personal qualities
3

and behaviors to demonstrating a

concern over the new freedoms
and independence characteristic of
the economic liberalization that
was taking place. Thus, there was
a renewal of pojitical education
stressing a balance between the
economic freedoms that were
being promoted ("becoming rich")
aid the need to "regulate autonomy and obedience; bring wealth
I

~

I

I

back to the collectivity" (Lee,
1996). A renewed emphasis on
patriot~smamong youth was also
emphasized during thls period.
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In the lust decade,
educational policy
documeiots have
revealed a more
re@& approach to
reconcili~gthe values
associated with
economic liberalization.
In the two years following this
period, China's educational
officials faced a paradox of rising
economic liberalization coupled
with a call for a corresponding
intellectual liberalization. Concerned that thcse two rnovenlents
might result in some behaviors
and values at odds with socialist
values and government policy, an
interesting mix of values to be
promoted in the schools emerged
in official publications. Teachers
werc exholtd to instill in children
notions of civilized behavior,
courtesy, hygiene, public order,
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morals, beautification of the mind,
moderate language, good conduct,
protection of the environment,
love of the motherland, Iove of the
peoplc, lovc of labor, science and

socialism (Lee, 1996). These
were essentially values focused on
stability and order. Yet they were
to be taught through a studentcentered, elicitation method
designed to stimulate students'
individud initiatives, independent
thinking, self-education, free
expression of ideas and opcn
discussions. There is tittle
research on this period and one
wonders how teachers coped with
what appear to be contradict09

messages.

Part of the reason
for the renetval of
diL~cussiorz
about values
a ~ morals
d
amortg
Chinese edu cuturs had
to do with a rise irz
strcdmt activism
ia the 1990s.
In the last decade, educational
policy documents have revealed a
more refined approach to rcconciling the values associated with
economic libcralizativn (ope11discussion, student independence,
democratic classmoms, indepen-

dent thinking, entrepreneurial
behavior, etc.) and valiies associated with socialism (on-going
exhortations condemning bourgeois liberalism) (Lee, 1996).

Here is the basic conflict between
what migilt be called Western
values and Chinese values with a
socialist template.
There is clearly some confusion as to how to confronr this
transition pct-iud characrerized bl
a Iiberal market economy on the
one hand and a political desire to
maintain socialist kalues on the
other. For example. Li ( 1'197)
makes the case that there are
laws that govern the market and
laws that govenl education. Both
the market and education have
d~fferentialvalues mil social UI-ientation. He concludes rhnt,
"there are often d e v ~ a t i n n as n d
imbalances betweer, ccot~ornic
development and moral civilization.. . and that ecorlomic development is not necessarily the prcconditiolz of mural civilization"
( P 1)It i< clear that scholars arc
grappltng with the dilemma of
market forces versus native values. Sun Changqing. for example, argues that "modernization
sl~ouldnot be occidentalizing"
(2997, p. 2). In his view, China
should promotc a good "01-ier~lal

morality,"
He quotes both Clnnft.~cins
and Mencius liberally and suggests that China has a special and
cultural specific set of morals
and values thaL cal be adapred 113
the muderr1 world. Students need
to be taught socialist ethics, all of
which are adaptable to the mnrket economy; and the society
should mobilize the media,
schools and other agencies to
educate young people about these
vaIues. Guo Luyi (1997) adds
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Confucius to the pantheon of
Chinese moral-political leaders
such as Mao, Marx, Engels, and
Lenin, backs this view.
Part of the reason for the renewal of discussion about values
and morals among Chinese educators had to do with a rise in student activism in the 1990s. The
State Education Commission reacted quickly by issuing a series
of directives stressing the need to
reinvigorate moral education
(deyu) and generally admitting
that previous approaches to institute moral education had been
ineffective. (Guojia, 1990) While
these reports decry the overemphasis on study and exarninations, they note that students
found moral education to be uninspired and propagandistic.
The government seems to be
equally adrift and has responded
with vaguely worded directives to
teachers to "promote socialist
morality" or "spirit civilizatjon."
( X S J W , 1996, no. 1 1). M a x , Mao
and Deng are all quoted in this
report as providing the theoretical
guiding principals for "spirit civi i-

Some writers have sought a
middle ground by suggesting that
tile values associated with the
market economy and those needed
for a socialist society are not
necessarily mutually exclusive.
Schools and teachers should
concentrate on those values that
are similar and move away from
lecturing and the heavy-handed
approach to teaching socialist
values that have dominated in the
past. Instead, schools should
concentrate on discovering,
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through an experiential approach.
those values that are good whether
or not they come from a market
economy or socialist approach
(Yuan, 1997).
What, in fact, does China's
educational elite tiirk of this
debate? In the sections that follow
we will attempt to explore in more
detail the expression of these
conflicting values as they appear
in the various educational
agencies in China and illustrate
the discussion by reporting on the
results of a survey on values in
education conducted as part of a
broader cross-national study.
Values in Practice: Policy Issues
China's educational system is
comprised of an inter-reIated
formal and non-formal system of
schools covering precollegiate and
cvllegiate levels. This syslem is
the prirnary tr,msmitter of ~'aiues
and moral a d politicaI education.
The State Education Commission
has over the years issued general
gllidclines on what and how to
teach morals. A 1986 document
reveals that there were both
specific and general objectives.
The overall objectives were wideranging and included the usual
goals of loving the motherland
and the Communist Party, as well
as more general goals of being
disciplined, civil, courteous, respectful, frugal, diligent, honest,
humble, punctual, responsible,
and trustworthy. Interestingly at
this time other somewhat conflicting goals were also inc.ludcd.
such as fostering independent
thinking among students, and
encouraging them to ask questions

and be creative. (Quanrizhi ,

1986).
In order to determine more
accurately the views of China's
educational elite regarding values
education, the authors conducted a
survey in 1998 designed to
illuminate the three questions
posed earlier in this chapter:
why?, what?, and how?3
Why Sirtdy Values Education ?
Regarding the "why teach
values" issue, our survey of
educational decision-makers
revealed that this group believed
that the dominant reasons for
stressing values education had to
do with the need to develop
greater individual responsibility
and social consciousness. This
was neccssaty rn order to lay a
founddtion for "tnen~aldevelop~nent"(the Chitlesz translation for
our category of spiritual development). Also ranked high as to
"why" one should study values
was the need to foster economic
development and national identity
while strengthening collective
consciousness.

Most Important Reasons
1. Highlight individual responsibility
2. Lay foundation for mental
development
3. Foster Economic Development
This is an eclectic mix of answers
to the "why" question but seenis
lo rcflect the co~lfi~sion
ovcr thc
~novementtoward a new market
economy while trying to preserve
traditional values.

The three reasons that ranked
the lowest for teaching values had
lo do with preventing racial
discrimination, strengthening
family ties and promoting world
peace,

Least Importunt Reasons
1. Prevent racial discrimination
2. Strengthen family values
3. Promote world peace
Respondents seem to beIieve
that these are non-issues in current
Chinese society or that they are
being effectively addressed. This
IS especially true in least important Reasons 1 and 3 above. More
dificult to explain iue the responses to Reason 2 as other evidence suggests that promoting
family solidarity and strength
remains a strong Chinese value.
One interpretation might be that
those surveyed do not view the
schools as a proper place for
teaching values regarding the
family. There was no response on
the questions that had to do with
gender and educational opportunities for women. Values assoc-

2. Civic values
3. Autonomy
Least Impormnt Issues
I . Religion
2 . Family and gender
3. Multiculturalism
Again, onc can see sornethirlg
of the conflict between wanting
children to have basic moral
values and he gnnd citizens yet be
independent and autonomous
thinkers. It should be rmted, however, that the category "national
identity" was also not highly
ranked (7'" out of 1 1 ).
Themes in Values Education
On a set of more specific
questions regarding the kind of
themes that ought to be iricluded

in the curriculum, China's
educational leaders remained

iated with understar~dirlgthe

consistent and ranked among the
top four themes: creativity,
individuality, equal treatment
between buys and girls, helping
children analyze the ideas of
others white forming their own
independent ideas, and values
related to equality before the law.

media and the intenlet were also
ranked low (1othout of 13).

Most Important Themes in fib/-

izations, and other political issues,
and emphasizing the di ffirencz
behveen Eastern and Western
values.
Least ~mportantThemev rn Vizlups Edurrr { I on

1. Sex education
2. Involvement i t 1 S O C I ~organl~

zations
3. Understand unionisrn defense
of work wagcs and c o n d i t ~ u ~ ~ s

4. Girls are responsiSle for the
foundation of the family
5 . Emphasize differences betweerl cdstern ~1nr1il'cster~~
values

H o w Slforrkd h l u es Erltccaliort
Be Conducted?
Finally, educators were surveyed on the queslion of "how''
the teaching of values education
should take pIace. Educators felt
that values cducation should bt- a

lifelong process, that they should
be conducred in formal courses in
schools a s par€nf t h e nc>rmai
teaching curriculum.

Top Two Re.yonses
1. In fornlal courses i ! ~school
2. As pat? of the no~nlnlteaching
curriculum

ues Edrtcutiorl

What Should Be Taughi?
Regarding the issue of "what"
the content should be in values
education, those surveyed r'nked
basic moral education, civic
values, and autonomous and
mature individuality as the top
three themes.
Must Itnporlunt Issues
1. Moral education

1. Creativity and individuality
2. Boys and girls should b;:
treated eq~ially

3. Analyze the ideas of others
4. Form own ideas and values
5 . Interact with others

The least important themes
had to do with erlcormging different views on sex education,
involvement in social organ-

Teaching values outside the
school, in sulnlncr- canlp\ or I i~
rcllgious organi~iitlo~ls
was IIVI
felt to be approprrate. It was

noted, however, by one of our
Chirlese researchers that the religious category was not really appropriate to address in school
scttings and by the educational
system in general in China and
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would therefore always receive
the lowest response.

BoffomTwo Responses
1. Religious groups
2. Summer camps
Who Should Receive C'ivic Education ?

Regarding which groups
should receive civic!n;ltiot~al education, the top ranked answers
were preschool children, working
teachers, and students in teachers
colleges.

Top Three Groups
1. Preschool children and toddlers
2. Working teachers
3. Students in teachers colleges
Those ranked at the bottom were
college students and high school
students.

Bottom Two Groups
1. College students
2. High school students

Who is in Need uf t'alues Education ?
Finally, in responses to the
question as to who most needs
moral education, Chinese educators responded that the top
groups were working teachers,
then toddlers, and preschool students, whi lc those less in need
were high school students and
students in teachers colleges.
Top Three Groups
1. Working teachers
2. Toddlers
3. Preschool children

Botrotn Three Groups
1. High school students
2. Students in teachers colleges
3. Middle school students

These responses overall reveal
that Chnese educators have a
strong belief in the value of moral
education overall and also believe
that young children should develop and acquire a strong sense of
individuality and independence
while maintaining a sense of civic
behavior. Less important were
issues that might be ranked higher
in a different society and culture
such as the role of religion, issues
related to sex education, gender,
mu1ticulturalism, and mass media.

Once the studerz fs
lose confidence iiz
the leadership, their
value orientation
can become confused
and lead to chaos.
Evaluation
How does China's educational leadership evaluate the effectiveness of their efforts to instill moral and poljtical values
among their youth? Within the
schools, teachers are encouraged
to utilize a variety of measures to
assure that students have acquired the proper values and
morals. Li (1 990) notes that five
basic measures are applied:

1. Cognition: general knowledge of Marxism-Leninism,
and Mao Tse-tung thought.
2. Emotion: proletarian feelings.
patriotism, internationalism,
collectivism, ambition, responsibility, obligation, and
pride.
3. Will power: overcome any
difficulty, obstacles, be good
to your word.
4. Belief needed to leverage
knowledge to reality.
5. Action: the final outcome of
education; good habits are the
best foml of action (Li, 1990,

p. 167).

In sum, it appears that the
aim of values education is to
strengthen "good" behavior and
overcome "bad" behawor, uti li/.t
praise, elicouragernent, crilicisnl
and punishment, employ competition in areas of study, discipline, good deeds, health and
sports. Finaliy, to measure all of
this, teachers prepare a written
evaluation of their students'
character and conduct and provide this to the parents each term.
Li (1990) points out t h n l the
weakness of this system u f
evaluation is that the values being promoted are essentially
those of the leadership rather
than more abstract values. Once
the students lose confidence in
the leadership, their value orientation can become confused and
lead to chaos. The author concludes: "The Chirizsc emperors
sought to rule by ethics, and consclvusly or unconsc~ously,the
pattcrn is being repeated in the
country today. It1 the past, as at

i1
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present, moral education could
and can be described as institution-centered rather than personcentered, and for the advantage
of government rather than for
individual development" (Li,
1990, p. 170). Our elite survey,
however, shows some movement
away from this view as independent and autonomous values
are ranked somewhat high.
This rather cynical view is
not uncommon among social
commentators in China today. It
reveals a level of pessimi srn
among those who study China's
efforts to instill "correct"' values.
One area where this is most evident is in studies of Chinese juvenile delinquents and other
groups that demonstrate a high
level of social deviance. Among
these groups, there is a high level
of frustration with the old values
of patience and diligence when
the opportunity structure is such
that only a very few will be able
to enter the university or be successful in the world of politics or
business. This creates a climate
for rebellion against tho values
that seem to be out of touch with
the move toward globalization
and modernity (Smith, 1982).
Others have concluded that
the real problem the Chinese face
in effectively transmitting acceptable values is their use of the
"inculcation" method to teach
values. The use of exemplary
individuals, modeis of morality
(such as Lei Feng) has a long history in China but the top-down,
heavy-tlanded manner in which
these models are utilized every
time there is a crisis of leader-
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ship, has rendered the public and
even school children cynical
(Levitt. 1992). The author concludes that as China continues to
move toward a market economy,
this method will be even less effective; however, he doubts that
it will change.
There appears to be no clear
answer to the question of the
uniqueness of Asian and Western
values, or those of China and
other parts of Asia and the West.
Efforts to apply so-called universal moral reasoning instruments
(such as Kohlberg's theory o Imoral reasoning) have hcrn illconclusive. As Walker has
noted: "although in general, the
universal applicability of Kohlberg's approach was supported
by the data, a subjective analysis
of responses revealed some indigenous concept s, fundamental
to communist Chinese morality,
that are not we11 tapped by the
approach" (Walker, 199 1, p.
139). Walker's study revealed
that Chinese responses demonstrated a stronger indication of
support for the maintenance of
the social system than North
American responses, and a
stronger orientation toward utilitarianism than Western samplcs.
More interesting, however, was
the extreme reluctance of the
Chinese sample to generalize
moral decjs~onsbeyond specific
cases; "thus appropriate moral
behavior in concrete situatiotis is
not simply deduced from a set of
given moral rules or principles"
(Walker, 1991, p. 153). This aspect differed strongly from the
Western samples.

Conclusion
From the foregoing i t appears
that China's educators are grappling with a variety of forces and
factors when it conics to developing a common view on the iniportance and content of values
education. Three trends seem to
be distributed across the various
studies that have been conducted
including the sigina survey this
group conducted. Surveys conducted in the 1980s revealed a
strong emphasis on b o t h nationalisl and c o l l c c ~ ~ vk c~ l u e s .
Leariling about ,'bci 11sC'hinesc"
and placing \ a1 I I o~r M o~-l\rilg
cooperativcl~.respecr for autllcrrity and olhrrs, learning abour
":l~ecollective", lealilmg ban 10
obey nilcs, and so on, dominated
the responses to values stud~es
during this period.
These values certa~rll
y have
not disappeared 111 lhe 1930s but
one could see a graduai it~li~sion
of individual values as Ch1113
opened its doors economically io
the rest of the world and began to
participate in the broad arena of
"globalizatiotl." Values such as
having individual will power,
thinhlng for oneself, and developing good personal habits can
he found in the earl^, 1 990s. 8 y
the time we cornpletecl our srudv,
tllc primary reason To1 i n c l u d i i ~ g
\ ~ a l ~ l ceducation
s
in the curriculum was to "highl~ght~nciividual
responsibility." Atnoilg the lop
three topics to be taught was included "~ndividualautonomy."
And the most important theme to
bc taught was "creativity and individuality." Civic values and
patriotism as well as fostering
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economic development and political stability also rank high, but
it is our view that the degree to
which China concentrates on

global economic development
would reflect the degree to which
more individual and personal
values will be included in the

curriculum. How well this trend
will be maintained in the current
Asian economic crisis w i I I bear
close scrutiny.

ers, and "expert" the more objective ap-

dents. 25 m r r e affil~atrd(r ~ t hrducdt i o n d l institutc~while !! w t r r i a l 11es111101ill e d u c a ~ ~ o
spruu
n
l ~ s t h Tllu
rema~nderwere lead~ngeducat~an;ll
rntellectuals, academic leaders and
leaders of NGOs. One-rh~rdwere from
smaller towns in China wh~letwo-thirds
were from large cities

Endnotes
1

In this article, we used the general
term "values education" tcl culrer what
others term "character developmtnl",
"moral and political education" and so
on.
2
"Red and expert" IS a srandard term
used in China where "red" denotes po11t1cal awareness, communism among oth-

p r o ~ c hto getting things done.
A multi-nation study of values
education was conducted in 1998. The
Chlna portion of this study was based
on data from 5 1 respondents using a
slgma instrument designed by the research team. Of the 5 1 China respon-

'
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alaysia has historically been concerned with moral
values as an essential component of education.
This is evident by centuries of
lslarnic Education and the continued concern with this aspect of
education in modem Malaysia.
Since the 1980s, Moral Education has been taught as a required
subject for non-Muslims
throughout prinlary and secondary schooling. Part of the reason for Moral Education has
been to foster positive moral development and also to unify the
nation around core ethical principles. Tn addition, there has been
growing concern with the negative aspects of the "Westernization" of Malaysia and its effect
on the moral values and behavior
of the young. Since the elites
involved with this study are involved in key roles in the educational establishment, it was felt
that their perceptions of the role
of values education were especially important. Elites also
regularly address conferences,
report to the media, and issue
reports regarding the role values
should play in modern Malaysian
society and educatjon. There-

fore, this study is significant in
that it examines the curre~lt
thinking of Malaysian elites on
values education as a potential
indicalor of future policy directions.

There has been
growing concern
with the negative
aspects of the
"Westernization " of
Malaysia and its effect
on the moral values and
behavior of the jioung.
The term "values education"
is used herein to refer generally
to moral instluclion. However,
in the Malaysian context, thc
terms "moral education" and "Islamic education" refer to specific
classes required within the National Education System. It is
hoped that this study will also
lead to flirther research in this
area especially regarding the role
of teachers in the transmission of
values. This need has been ad-

dressed by Hayhoe who states
that "what bears study i s the perc c p t i ~ n of
s teachcrs 3bo1it thcir
responsibilities t o n :wds s t ~ r c l c l ~ t s
in the arena of fostering i'aluss.
the pedagogics and reIationships
they develop in ordcr to carry out
their task, and thv difficulties
they face as they build bridges
between the relatively safe and
sheltered lvorlcl of the classroom
and that of the wider society"
{Hayhoe, 1997:1 08).
A Historical View of Unity ilnd
Diversity in Malaysia
The ethnic diversity that exists in Malaysia today is a result
of the British colonial pohcy of
bringing Chinese and I t ~ r l ~ alan
borers into the country. Under
colonialism, thc educational system reflected the larger. society
and t ! ~ cBritish pol IL y or d i ide
~
and rule. The rniyjor r a c ~ a l
groups werc co~ilpal-lmen!al~/c-d
with the indigenous Malays in
rural areas and the C'h:riess primarily in urban areas. Thls separa tioil led to di iyerent schooling
opportunities with urban settlers
benefiting most from colonial
edl~cationalpolitics. The British
ei~couragedthe Malays to stay in
rural areas, and Malay primary
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schools provided little chance of
any socioeconomic mobility.
The Chinese either attended Chinese language schools or attended the English language
schools that made them eligible
for increased employment opportunities. Finally, Indian students
often went to Tamil language,
primary schools that also provided little chance of advancement (Thomas, 1985).
EarIy in the twentieth century, there were limited educational opportunities for Malays.
The major exception to this policy was regarding the education
of the traditional Malay elites
who were provided English education increasingly in the early
201hcentury (Loh, 1974). This
access to English education was
demanded more by the Malays
but was generally blocked by colonial policy. By 1924, only
3,858 Malays were enrolled in
English schools while 20,166
Chinese were enrolled (cited in
Hashim, 1996). As a result. British policies also had the effect of
placing the historical rulers of the
Malay Peninsula, the Malays, in
an inferior economic and educational position to the immigrant
Chinese community at the time
of Independence (Thomas,
1985).
In new nations, primodialism
is high and loyalties are low with
opposing groups competing for
scarce resources. Malaysia, after
emancipation from British rule in
1957, focused on unity and integration by gradually irnplementing a national language (Malay),
a national educational policy and
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national ideology. This policy
was influenced in part by the colonial legacy of segregation, inadequate education, and inequality of opportunity (Hashim,
t 983). This focus on unity is
seen clearly in the Razak Report
(1 956) which states that "the ultimate objective of education policy in the country must be to
bring together the children of all
races under a common education
system in which the national language is the main medium of instruction" (quoted in Hashim,
1983:71). This has become a
recurring theme in subsequent
five-year plans, and education in
Malaysia can be seen as "an instrument that is indispensable for
its socio-political cohesion"
(Mukherjee, 1988:150). The importance of values education as
an overall objective is evident in
the National Philosophy of Education stated by the Ministry of
Education:
Education in Malaysia is an
on-going effort towards further developing the potential
of individuals in a holistic
and integrated manner so as
to produce individuals who
are intellectually, spiritually,
emotionally and physically
balanced and harmonious,
based on a firm belief in God.
Such an effort is designed to
produce Malaysian citizens
who are knowledgeable arid
competent, who possess high
moral standards, and who are
responsible and capable of
achieving a high level of personal well-being as well as
being able to contribute to the

harmony and betterment of
the family, the society and
the nation at large. (Ministry
of Education, 1997)
Attempts at unity were
deemed inadequate after race
riots in 1969, which led to the
development of a political ideology-the Rukunegara. According
to Apler ( 1 Y68), ideology linlcs
action with a widcr set of meanings that make more explicit the
moral basis of action. Political
ideology can be defined as "an
application of particular prcscriptions to collectivjties" (Apter,
1968:235). The Rukunegara
contains five pillars, which can
be viewed as defining the goals
of the nation:
1. Belief in God
2. Loyalty to King and Country
3. Upholding the Coi~stitulion
4. Rule ofLaw
5. Good Behavior and Morality
(Cited in Hashirn, 1983)

This emphasis on unity was also
stated as a pri~maryobjective of
the country according to the Second Malaysia plan ( 1 97 1 - 1 '375)
and this was reitcrated in subsequent plans including the Fifih
Malaysia Plan (1 986- 1990).
However, by the Sixth Malaysia
Plan (1990-1 9951, a shift was
evident in educational policy and
a major goal was now to produce
responsible citizens with strong
moral and ethical values
(Hashim, 1996).

Islamic Education and Moral
Education
Islamic Education in Malaysia predates the colonial era and,
as a result, when the British arrived in the 18th century, Islamic
schools were the only ones in
existence (Thomas, 1985). Today, Islamic Education has official status since Islanl is the national religion and, therefore, all
Muslims are required to study the
subject throughout primary and
secondary schooling. All students are required to increase
their knowledge of the Quran.

Moral Education
was implemented in
primary schools in
1983 and secondary
schools in 1989 and is
one of the compulsory
subjects in the recent
In tegrated Curriculum
of Secondary Schools.
The philosophy of Islamic Education is stated as "a continuous
effort to disseminate the knowledge and skills that lead to the
internalization of the teachirigs of
Islam based on the Quran [. ..]
This effort is to develop in the
Muslim students the attitudes,
skills, character, and a view of
life that enable him to see himself as a servant of Allah" (Ministry of Education, 1990).
Moral Education was irnpletnented in the 1980s to be taught

to non-Muslims while Musl~rns
studied Tslarnjc Education.
Moral Education was implemented in primary schools in
IC)83and secondary schoo\s in
1989 and is one of the compulsory subjects in the recent Integrated Curriculum of Secondary
Schools (ICSS) (Syed Zin &
Lewin, 1991). According to the
syllabus, Moral Education
"stresses the jriculcatioi~and internalization of noble values
found in Malaysian society and
advocated by the various religions, traditions, and cultures of
the different comrnun i t res and
which are consonant with unrversal values." The objectives of
Moral Education are as follows:
1 . Strengthen m d enhance conduct and behavior keeping in
line with those rnoral values
and attitudes instilled at primary school level;
2. Be aware of, understand and
internalize the norms and
values of Malaysian society;
3. Think rationally based on
moral principles;
4. Make rational, moral and
ethical decis~ons;
5. Develop the practices of consistently observing sound
moral principles in daily life
(Ministry of Educalion,
1989).

The Moral Education Syllabus for secondary schools contains sixteen values which arc
based "on religious considerations, traditions and values of the
multi-racial society" as well as
the Rukunegara (National Institute for Educational Research

(NIER), 1 940:68). TI~csesixteen
core Malaysian values are as follows: compassion, self-reliance.
humility, respect, love, justice,
freedom, courage, physical, Ilonesty, diligence, cooperation,
moderation, gratitude. rationality,
and public spiritedr~ess(Abdul
Rasid, Haji Maghribi, & Mohd
Taib, 1994). The core values are
implemented in the prirnary and
seco~darycurricula in differcnt
ways with emphasis being given
to habit formation at the primary
level and problenl solving a1 the
seco~~dary
level ( N I E R , 1990).
At the secondary level, students
are taught lo think creativelv ~ l d
ratiollally in maliing decisions
and tcachers arc t r a i ~ ~ cInd many
approaches j~lcluding 1 aluzs
analysis, values clarr fication.
lqaluesinculcation, and cognilive
developmeilt (Abdul Rasid ct al.
1994).
Finally. thc questron arises ;is
to the impllcalion 01' separate,
values education classes on the
bigger issue of national unily.
Finally, since Muslims take Islamic Education and nonMuslims take Moral Education,
some have argued thal a dual system o f morality is established
wliich may be detrimental to nntional unity (Mukherjte, 1988).
Hashim ( 1 996), dcscri bes tll~s
duality as follows.
'This does not help in irnproving understanding and appreciation of values among the
various communities 2nd in
overcoming prejudices. Muslim students also need mvrul
education as this subject can
expand their horizons and
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develop the skill of using reason in making moral decisions and choices (Hashim,
1996:147).

On the other hand, at the philosophical level, Hashim (1 996)
sees similarities in the precepts
of Islamic Education and the National Education Philosophy.
Both believe that the ultimate
aim of education is to "develop
a11 aspects of an individualphysical, spiritual, intellectual,
and emotional - in an integrated
and holistic manner" (Hashim,
1996:142).
In the1990s there has been an
attempt to overcome this dichotomy by teaching the core Moral
Education values across the curriculum to all students in Malaysia (Abdul Rasid et aI. 1994).
Although the stated policy is that
teachers are required to infuse
the core moral education values
throughout the curriculum, the
main emphasis continues to be
on formal instruction and assessment in Moral Education
class. The inculcation of values
in classes is done indirectly and
was put in place to make students
realize the importance of values
in their lives, to improve national
unity, and to try to overcome social problems of youth in Malaysia. There is also an awareness
that informal ways of inculcating
values are also essential including students' own experiences
outside of class, students' own
observations, students' own self
awareness, and students' perceptions of teachers and others as
role models (NIER, 1991).
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There has also been concern
over several aspects of the teach-

ing of Moral Education and its
role in the Malaysian education
system. Jadi and Khamis (1 987)
found that Moral Education
teachers understood the subject
objectives but were concerned
that the subject was boring for
students and teachers. Mohd
Noordin (1 995) described some
of the problems of Moral Education as inadequate teacher training, difficulty in assessing values, lack of interest and commitment among teachers and students, and incompatibility between values and social institutions. Elites have also identified
the conduct of Moral Education
as often probIematic. Mohd
Noordin (1 996) mentions "teaching by moralizing" as one of the
most uninteresting ways of getting students to learn. Since
critical thinking is a goal of Malaysian education, teachers need
to encourage this in their students. Mohd Noordin ( 1996) has
also stressed (as did several elites
in this study) that it is necessary
for teachers to be role models of
the values they are attempting to
foster. This is critical since
Moral Education needs to be
taught with an emphasis on
moral reasoning; this needs to be
a major feature of teacher education since a more traditional approach will not facilitate this
process (Hashim, 1996).
Our Study
Given the long-standing concern with values education, the
purpose of this study was to de-

termine current perceptions of
elites regarding values education.
The reason for starting with elites
in this study was due to their
ability to influence values education policy. In Malaysia, elites
have frequently spoken of the
need to enhance values educalion. A goal of future research i s
to compare the thinlting of elites
with the thinking of teachers and
students and see where gaps are
evident in the thinking of these
diverse groups.
The instrument designed by
country participants and administered to elite respondents in the
ten countries was organized
around the following three key
questions :
1. Why should there be valucs
education?
2. What should be taught in
schools?
3. How should values education
be conducted?
The premise of the study is that
only through understanding cli iferences is it possible to gcncrate
true ~nutualunderstanding and
consensus. Respondents were
asked to rank their responses according to 1eveI of importance to
get a clearer understanding of
what issues they felt strongly
about. Since Malaysia teaches
Moral Education and Islamic
Education and attempts to infuse
values across the curriculum, answers to these questions told us
how elites think of these issues
that, in turn, has implications for
policy.
The sample for the study was
comprised of educational leaders

in Malaysia. Data was collected
via a survey questionnaire with a

of spiritual values as providing
the needed base for guiding be-

covcr lctter describirlg the purpose of the study that also assured the participants of the confrdentiality of their responses. A
i i n d section of the questionnaire
also gave respondents an opportunity to provide written feedback on values education.

havior.

Se venq$ve
percent
or more of elites

in#icnted

s t m v emphasis
should be given to
teaching religious
V U ~ ~moral
S ,
values,
civic values,f ~ m i &
and work valrres*

Thirty-seven usable questionnaires were returned from male
and female elites (a11 between the
ages of 40 and 60). The majority
of elites (54%) were from the

Kuala Lumpur area while the rest
of the responses came from elites
outside the capitol area. This
sample of elites can be characterized as central educational elites,
lead]ng educationat iintellcctuals,

leaders of NGOs, people in educational institutes, academic
leaders, curriculum designers,
and moral educatiorl specialists.
Findings

Why

cation?

lhere

edu-

The Malaysian respondents
indicated that the two rrlust

prevalent reasons for improving
values education are:
1 . To provide a foundation for
spiritual development, and
2. To provide a guide for behavior in daily life

According to Malaysian elites, the following are the four
leastirnpoflant reas
for i m proving values education:
1. To help youth interpret the

values transmitted by h e
mass media, the Internet, and
other information technolagies;
2. T~ promote more order[ and
caring school comrnuni ties
and thus facilitate learning;
3. To combat the tendency for
social prejudice and to promote greater tolerance for
cthnic, language, and racial
groups;
To promote pride in local

4+

communities and community
life.

Zt is clear that these educational

elites are in some way reiterating
tbe objectives of Moral Educalion and lslarnic Education
classes. Therefore, elites feel
that daily behavior is essential,
but also recognize the im~oflmce
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a very

The response that stands out here
the promotion

a more or-

derly and caring school community. This goal gets a great deal
of attention in American litera[we

a cNclal

in

comprehensive charicter education programs; but according to
these responses, it w a s not
viewed as essential by Malaysian
elites. Similarly, respondents
also dc-e1tiphasi~e~3
the promotion of grcater tolerance for eth.
nic groups. The al tsmate cxplanation for these answers js that it
is possible that elites believe that
Malaysian educators are doing
enough to promote an orderly,
caring enviror~meniand tole~ance
between differenl ethnic groups.
On tl ~eother hand, the rcsults car1
also be interpreted to mean that
these areas are not dezmcd to br:
as j~nportarltas other areas and

clearly this could be problematic
yivetl past ethnic tensions in Malaysia.
W71at shorrld be trrugl7t in
schooIs .?
The importance of~ i i l ~ ~ c s
education in Ma1:iysia is evidenr
in that elites said that quite a bit
o f school time should bc clevoled

to the learning of values. Re-

spondents stated that 20 percent
of school time and effort should
be devoted to specific classes in
moral education and 10-20 percent of school time and effort ill
intzyrating v a l l ~ e sacross the curnculum. This also reflects currefit reality since Somlai religious
and moral education classes are
oflcred t h r o c g t ~ a primary
~~t
and

secondary schovls and teachcrs
are expected by the M~riistryof
Education to integrate values
across the curriculum.
The cluster of specific themes
that elites felt should be emphasized in \'slues education in
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schools coincides closely with
what is currently taught in
schools. Seventy-five percent or
more of elites indicated that a
very strong emphasis should be
given to teaching religious values, moral values, civic values,
family values and work values.
Not surprisingly, the two most
frequent responses by elites religious values and moral values
- are also the values most emphasized in Malaysia education.
Civic values were mentioned as
important, and the pro~ninence
here may be due in part to the
importance of civics in the t 970s
currjculum. Key themes of civics education were then incorporated into the new Moral Education curriculum implemented in
the 1980s.
Elites were next asked their
opinion of the content of values
education, that is, which issues
should be given strong emphasis
and which should bc emphasized
less. Of the 25 issues provided
on the questionnaire, 74 percent
or more of elites responded that a
very strong emphasis should be
placed on the following eight
items:
1. Schools should foster values
supporting the family, such
as respect for parents, fideli ty, and taking care of children and elders.
2. As sound preparation for the
world of work, habits of loyalty, obedience, hard work,
and punctuality need to be
stressed in school.
3. Schools should help every
child gain a deeper understanding of their own religion
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4. School should teach each
child the value of critical
thinking.
5. Values education should encourage mutual respect between boys and girls.
6. Schools should promote values of solidarity within
communit~es.
7. Girts have essentially the
same talents as boys and
should be given equal opportunities and encouragement
in schools.
8. It is best for schools to teach
common values to all children without differentiation
on the basis of class, ethnicity, or religion.
Several interesting findings
are present here including the

emphasis on the values of respect, hard work, and solidarity,
the teaching of common values,
gender equj ty, critical thinking
and religious values. The idea
that respect is one of a core of
values that shouid be taught
along with the importance of religion is a clear finding from this
study. Elites emphasized the
need for schools to focus on respect between boys and girls and
the need to encourage equal opportunity. The habits of hard
work, loyalty, and obediet~ce
were also deemed to be important for Malaysian students. 'The
Western value of individualism
and the importance placed on
unique origins and heritage associated with a multicultura~perspective are stressed less in Malaysia. A possible reason is due
to the primary emphasis placed

on using values to forge a common Malaysian identity while
downplaying individualism
which can be viewed as excessive in the American system (sce
Bellah et al., 1 965). However, a
greater focus on individual rights
could also be part of the movement toward greater democratization in Malaysia.

How .~houldvalues eedci~iiunbe
conducted?

Malaysian elites strongly
agreed that values should be
taught at an early age. The majority of respondents (60%)
strongly disagreed that values
education should only begin in
secondary school. Instead, all
elites stated that values education
should comnietlce at an early
age. These answers reflect the
current practice of starting values
education in primary school in
Malaysia. However, 47% of the
elites strongly agreed that values
should also be integrated across
the c u ~ ~ i c u l uas
m has beer) cncouraged by the Millistry of Edilcation. Regarding the different
settings for values education,
home and family were seen as
essential for religious education
and moral education. Ho~vever,
for religious educalion and civic
education the next most common
answer was "during school as a
class." For moral education, outside-of-school intluences, like
clubs and sports, were seen as
slightly more beneficial than
learning morals during school as
part of a class. This is interesting
since the current emphasis is on
learning morals directly through

class instruction. A summary of
these results is shown in Table 1
(See page 18).

Asian culture. In Malaysia,
Primc Ministcr Dl-.Mallalhir
Mohamed has called for a return
to Asian vaIues in his critique of

Are there regional

the West although hc has ac-

~ ( 1 1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 7

A final area in which Malaysian elites indicated a strong
level of agreement was regarding
the presence of a distinct set of
IsIamic and Asian values. For
Asian values, elites indicated that
there was a distinctive set of
Asian values (mean=1.2) and that
schools should teach these values
(mean= 1.4). In addition, elites
also strongly agreed that there
was a distinctive set of Islamic
values (mean=1.2) and schools
should teach Islamic values
(mean=I 2). Again, these results
are not surprising in that Malaysian schools teach both moral

and Islamic values throughout
primary and secondary schooling.
However, it is possible to
view rhe issue of elite support of
lslamlc values and Asian values
as related but also quite separate

knowledged that certain Asian
values are outdated and need to
he eliminated

It is clear from the
results of this study that
Malaysian elites believe
that valices edrccafion is
the responsibility of aN
major socializing agents
of sociefy with schools
andjbmilies being the
m s t effective settings
for values educrction.
(e.g. excessive anti-materialjsm

for Islamic vaIues is not surprising given that Islam is the na-

and deference to authority) (cited
in Dupont, 1996). Looking at
Malaysia1 suciely, Collins
(1998) sees the in~portanceof
consensus building and respect

tional religion and, as such, oc-

for authority in both Malay a11d

cupies a special pIace in Malaysian schools and society. However, elite support for Asian values can be viwed as more problematic given the recent debates
over this subject. According to
Dupont ( 1 9961, the 1 990s have
witnessed increasing calls for a
return to tr~ditionalcore values
common to all Asian societies
despite the fact that there is often
a great deal of disagreement over
the core values underpinning

Confucian value systems. However, the moral authority of the
ruler is dependent upon a just and
fair treatment of citizens and
consultation with local elites.
The critics of Asian values arguc
that values such as consensus
building and respect for authority
can he ahlrsed by those in power
and used to mask authoritarian
attempts to stifle the opposition.

in its irnplicatio~~s.Elite support

Implications for Policy
Malaysian elrtes are clear in
their support for values educatron
as essential for providing a founclativrl for spiritual development
and providing a guide for behavior in daily life, Malaysian elites
also s t r e s s ~ dthe importance of
increasing itldividual responsibility. Regarding the q;lestlon o f
what should be taughl, lnoral
values, civic values, all11 religious
values were mentioned as crucial
and a11 of these areas arc cur-

rently being taught formally and
irlfornlally it1 Malaysian schuclls.
T h ~ r ewas a slight d~fferenceIn
the w,ql that the di ffereut types o r
vaIucs education should bc apprcaclled 111M a l a y s i a ~schools.
~
It is clear from the resulls of Illis
study that hlalaysian elites believe that values education I S the

responsibility of all major socializing agents of society with
schools and families being the
most effective settings for values
education. hfter home and family, the next most effective setting for religious values and civic
values was in sclzool as a class.
However, for moral values Ihe
role of outside of school activities such as clubs and sports were
deemed more valuable than
Moral Edr~cationclasscs. This
gives a possible inlpIlcation for
policy in that schools. accordirlg
to elites, should tocus more on
these out-of-school activitivs and
less on specific classes to teach
moral values The problem HIherent in teaching moral values
as a specific class is that students
are likely to hcus more on passing MoraI Education exams than

-

-

-

-
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on incorporating them into their
daily life. In addition, teacher

t

training for Moral Education
teachers needs to be improved in
order to increase the proficiency
of these teachers. Finally, excellent Moral Education teachers
recognize their influence as role
models and are likely to focus on
their manner as much as their
method in instruction.
In a study by Barone (199S),
a nunlber of the concerns regarding values education were expressed by Malaysian secondary
school teachers and students
which address some of the concerns mentioned by Hayhoe
(1997). In one part of the study
by Barone (1998), Malaysian
secondary school teachers and
students were interviewed concerning their views of Moral
Education class. Both students
and teachers recognized the dichotomy that is set up hy the current system, namely, wllile the
goal of moral education is to improve behavior, the "system" of
testing Moral Education students
rewards getting the right answer
on tests. Students and teachers
both agreed that Moral Education
class was useful for teaching core
values and for reinforcing co11cepts of right and wrong; however, much depended on the
quality of the Moral Education
teacher. One exemplary Moral
Education teacher described her-
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self as a role model and consistently tried to break down the
barriers she perceived jn the traditional Malaysian teacher/student relationship. She described
her practice as follows:
"That's why T always like to
walk in the class and be with
the students rather than standing in front of them.. . I like
them to treat me as someone
older than they trying to
share something with them
like a sister." (Interview,
8/96)

In addition, she frequently
did not use the Moral Education
textbook but used current events
from the newspapers as ways to

encourage reflection of real-life
moral diIemmas. Finally, this
teacher spoke to the issue often
raised about teachers as role
models that is especially applicable to Moral Education teachers.
"If you have the character
only, you can teach. The
teacher has to set examples of
proper behavior.. .I think the
most important thing is the
teacher has to show the
proper example." (Interview,
8/96)

The views of the Malaysian
elites in this study reflect some of
the themes regarding values education and its role in society.
These comments, along with the

results presented previously, give
some direction for future policy.
1. All education is essentiaIly
value-driven; if all the right
values are inculcated, the
child wi I] be self-propelled
and motivated to si~cceedand
be a positive force For good.
2. Values education should be
taught as early as possible,
and the emphasis should be
on universal posirjve values.
3. Values education is the responsibility of the parents.
the teachers in schools, as
well as the general society at
large.
4. For values education to succeed within the school system, the larger environment
must in its essence correspond to the values being
propagated. It is the contradiction between word and
deed that destroys values in
society.
5 . Values should be integrated
in the classes and not taught
separalely.
In sum, accord~ngto one
elite, "the foundation of civilization is [in] its religious and moral
values - take that away and the
destruction of that civilization is
imminent. The socialization of
the young, the transmission of
culture has as their cornerstone,
values education".

Table I : Most effective settings for values education @ercent)*
Setting
Religious Education
Civic Education

I Home and Family

I

1

I

I

1 82

1

/ Moral Educatio~i
-1

--

88

:

81

i

I

During school as a class

60

Religious groups and institutions

58

72

i 56
56

a
-L
--

I
Ii

I

Outside of school activities such as clubs, sports,
etc.

50

65

*Only the top three results are shown for each column
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1

n 1997, a group of educational researchers
launched the International
Values Education Sigma
Survey, directed by William K.
Cummings. We asked elites in
Pacific Rim countries about their
views on values education. The
list of countries included the
People's Republic of China and
SAR Hong Kong, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, Mexico, Russia, Singapore, Thailand, and the United
States. The only salient commonality, that is, the smallest
common denominator between
these countries was their particular geographical location bordering the Pacific Ocean.
For the United States, two
case studies were conducted using the same survey instrument.
Whereas the other American case
study, conducted by William K.
Curnmings, Maria Teresa Tatto
and John Hawkins, compares
elite opinions in three American
states (Michigan, New York,
California), this case study exam-
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will confine ourselves lo examiniilg the coilte~ltsof values education in relation to the followi~~g
survey question: Which values
should be taught in Hawaiian
Underlying the
schools according to Hawaiian
research question
elites?
Our focus on contents of valis the U S S U ~ ~ ~that
~ O H
ues education is based on our inparticular region
,erest in understanding educathe world shares the
tional transfer processes in the
Pacific Rim region. 'The research
same cultural sphere
question of this study centers
of influence, and
around the question o f whether
therefore is predisposed these Pacific Rim countries, beyond sharing an ocean, also share
to educational transfer
specific Pacific views on values
and borrowing
education that reflect a combinaprocesses.
tion of Asian, North American,
Central American, South American, and Russian Far Eastern
values, Underlying the research
The survey consisted of 19
question is the assumption that
questions ( 15 pages) that assess
this particular region of the world
the elites' opinions on whether
shares the same cultural sphere
values education should be part
of influence, and therefore is
of the school curriculum, and if
predisposed to educational transso, what exactly should be taught
fer and borrowing processes.
in values education and how? In
For our research team the folour presentation of the findings
lowing
research question is of
of the Hawai'i case study, we

ines exclusively the opinions of
Hawaiian elites.

'f
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particular relevance: How exactly do educational elites in
these countries interpret this
shared cultural sphere of influence; that is, how do they resist,
adapt, or incorporate each other's
value systems? The study helps
to address a topical question that
is genuinely comparative (Steiner-Khamsi, 1999): Are there
signs of transnational convergence or divergence in Pacific
Rim couniries?
For convergence effects, we
would need to address the three
following questions: Are there
Pacific values that transcend national boundaries of Pacific Rim
countries? Do the models of values education in the different Pacific Kim countries converge as a
result of educational borrowing;
that is, does values education in
Pacific Rim countries jncrzasingly become similar? Do we see
signs of newly emerging "Pacific
values" that are shared by educational elites in this part of the
world?
However, the contrary could
apply. This region might manifest a clear divergence of models
of values education that would
lead us to believe that educational elites in these countries, in
fact, do not share the same cultural sphere of influence. Some
researchers would, therefore,
favor a divergence hypothesis
because they see the PuclJc Rim
merely as a construct with actually little cultural and social interaction. The proponents of this
hypothesis remind us that the
P u c ~ j kRim was invented as an
irnagined commrtnirjl for the pur-

pose of countering other politically constructed economic entities such as the Europear. Union
(EU), the Associatioi~of Sourhcast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation(AFEC), or the North
American Free Trade Agreement

(NAFTA).
-

One movement promises
to modernize and
make Asian countries
more democratic,
the other movement
intends to re-establish
traditional Asian values
that had been
oppressed for the sake
of economic growth
and moderrlization.
To take this argument one
step further, are countries in the
Pac@c Riur region, in fact,
trapped in two opposing value
systems and pulled into two different directions? Whereas one
movement promises to modemize and make Asian cou~ltries
more democratic, the a ther
movement intends to re-establish
traditiona1 Asian values that had
been oppressed for the sake of
economic growth and modemization starting in the 1960s. On
closer examination the crusade
for ~l~odemization
and dernocracy is closely linked to American values of personal freedom,

individual rights, free market
economy and at~ti-statism,only
to name a few.
I n stark contrast. rhe anakelled Asianization of the regon
builds on Asian valuus such as
social solidarity, self-discipline
and respect for authority. Given
that the region 11ow faces two,
strong, opposing movements,
Anlericanization and Asianization, it is conceivable that values
education in the Pacific Rirn rcrion manifests s i g ~ of
~ sd ~ v e r gence, that is, values educal~on
cunicula become increasingly
dissimilar or different. 111 this
study we might finrl. tt~zrefore,
that el~tesin the Pacific Rim
countries are very much awxre of
thcse opposing movements and
choose to cxpl~citlyally thernsclves wit11 orlc value systein a ~ ~ t l
at tllc snmc l:tllc d ~ s t a ~ them~cc
selves from rha oil~er.As a re.;ull
of these centripetal Ibrres, on<
would expect that values cducation curricula in the region dfifzr
considerably depending on the
degree of exposure to forces of
Americanization or Asiani~ation.
We would like to suggest
here, that busides rransnational
convergence and divergence of
educational systems, there IS a
third possible response to globalization: irlciigenizution whicll
means a local adaptation, recolltextualization and rnodification of global forccs (SteinerKhamsi, 1999; Featherstone,
1995; Appadurai, 1994). It1 fact,
the exclusive focus on internalional convergence and divcrgcnce processes nlay produce
bllnd spots that prevent us fi-on1
C
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seeing what is happening locally.
In the context of our study, for
example, one might argue that
the questjoil of whether values
educatiorl curricula are. indeed,
converging (becoming similar) or
diverging (becoming more dissimilar), is only interesting from
a distant, comparative bird's-eye
view. In contrast, a more engaging comparative methodology is
context- attd culture-sensitive
and seeks to understand how the
same (global) forces are interpreted differently in various cultural contexts.
In this article we are able to
scratch at the surface of convergence, divergence, and indigenization in the Pacific region by
taking a closer look at what is
occurring in Hawai'i, the geographical center of the Pacific
Rim region. Hawai'i is, in more
than one sense, at the crossroads
of American and Asian spheres
of influence. The United States
and Japan, in particular, have had
a visible impact on the economy
and demography of Hawai'i. To
what extent, and how, did these
two countries also have a cuLturilI
impact on Hawaiian values education? Have Hawaiian educational eiites also adopted the
value systems from these two
countries? What we will examine
here in more depth for Hawaiian
elites might be indicative of values education in other countries
of the Pacific Rim region that are
similarly exposed to American
and Asian value systems.
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Methods and Data Source
The survey was sent to 35
educational elites, and 3 1 persons
(values education and social
studies experts in higher educntjon and high schools) responded.
In contrast to other case studies,
the Hawai'i case study focuses
on educational elites only (experts in Hawaiian higher education and high schools). The referred sampling technique was
used which accounts for the fact
that the sample is by no means
representative of all educational
elites in Hawai'i. '
One third of the respondents
chose not to disclose background
information on their gender, ethnicity, or profession so that we
do not have sufficient inforrnation with regard to the sample
bias. The non-response rate was
extremely high for the question
regarding age; only 13 respondents stated their age. Despite
these incomplete responses, we
assume that there is a sample bias
towards an overrepresentation of
female elites ( 13 females, 8
males). The two other sample
charxtcristics, ethnicity and age,
seetu to correspond to the features of Hawaiian elites. They
tend to be Asian American, Pacific Islat~ders,and over 40 years
old. Six elites did not indicate
their ethnicity, and a11 overwhelming majority (n-20) of the
remaining 25 respondents identified themselves as Asian Amcrican and Pacific Islanders. Unfortunately, the survey did not distinguish between Asian Anlericans and Pacific Islanders, a distinction that would have been

crucial for the Hawaiian case
study. Furthermore, the majority
of respondents are between forty
and sixty years old; that is they,
belong to age cohorts that tend to
be in elite positions.
Apart from the incomplete
background information on the
respondents, the rest of the questionnairc was completed in full
by the 3 1 respondents.
This study focuses on the
analysis and interpretation of one
set of s u n ~ c yquestions (Quest1011
4) which used a LikeA scale as
the method of response (range I 7). Question 4 uf 111c sul-1cv lvas
fhrmulated as folio\\ 5 . I'onceniing each of the Ihemes listed
above, there are d~t't'crcncesof
opinion on content. What are
your views with respect to the
following controversial issues?
Following this question 1s a list
of 25 itetus from Qucstion 4
(e.g., Schooling should first promote m understanding and love
of nation and then teach about
the rest of the world. Schools
should foster an underslanding of
all religions, etc.). A11 25 items
deal with themes of values education. Thus, the items measure
elites' opinions wilh regard to
which of these themes should be
included or excluded in values
education.
Findings
A Principle Components Factor Analysis with Varimax rotation was performed on the items
from Question 4. Figure l(sze
page 26) summarizes the results:
five significant factors were extracted from this analysis. From
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Figure 1, we see that they comprise 64.15% of the variance with
the first 3 components encompassing the majority of these
variances (22.82%, 14.24%, and
1 1.98%, respectively). In addition, we performed a scree plot to
decide how many factors should
be considered in the interpretation of our finding. An additional scree plot confirmed our
decision to only consider five
factors in our interpretation. Thc
remaining factors would have
consisted of 1 or 2 items and
added very little to explaining the
variance.
Included in the tables for
each factor are the mean values
on the seven point Likert scale
for each item in the factor. These
Likert scale mean values (in the
figures referred to as "means")
represent the relative emphasis
which respondents thought
should be placed on each of the
themes in values education. A
numerical value of 1 indicates
very strong emphasis, a numerical value of 4 indicates a neutral
stance, and a numerical value of
7 indicates that this item should
be left out of the school curricuIum.
After reviewing the thematic
foci for each group of items that
are associated with the five different factors, we discussed the
interpretation of the extracted
factors. Based on these discussions and our review of relevant
literature, we chose to label the
five factors as follows:
Factor I : Family and Community Values

Factor 2: Gender Equality and
Huinan Rights Values
Factor 3: Social Cohesion and
Social Harmony Values
Factor 4: Personal Growth Values
Factor 5 : Legalistic Values
These five factors are outlined in Figures 2-6 (see pages 26
and 27).

Factor 1
From Figure 2 (see page 26),
we can see that items 4g, 4a, 4s,
4w, 40, ilq, and 4e load together
on the first factor. This factor
seems to incorporate family and
community values. The Likert
scale means show more preference for emphasizing familial
and community values (4s, 4w,
4q, 4e) as opposed to national
values (49, 4a, 40) although these
means all range from a neutral
value of four to a maximum
value of 1.82 for strong emphasis.

Factor 2
Figure 3 (see page 26) illustrates that items 4u,4r, 4x, 4m,
and 3v load together on factor 2
under the direction of gender
equality and human rights.
These Likert scale means are all
high indicating that die Hawaiian
elites in our sample wish to see
the cunicuIum place a strong
emphasis on these themes.
Factor 3
Figure 4 (see page 27) documents that items 411,41, 4c, 4b,
4i, and 4f load on factor 3. We
have classified these items as

measures for social cohesion and
socidl harmony. It is important
to note that itcms 4h and 41 hale
means that are greater that1 tile
numerical value 4.00 (4=neutral,
7=should be left out) ~ndtcatlng
that respondents prefer to place
less cil~phasison these two
themes (4h=schools should help
every child gain a deeper undelstanding of their own religion,
41=schools should help young
people appreciate the <ssznti~I
role of unions in guaranteeing
safe work conditions and fair
wages) it1 comparison to the
other themes loading on this factor. This means, they do not
wish to emphasize students' individual religious beliefs r~tern
4h) nor would they likc to see
students being taught the essential role of unlons in suaranteeing safe work condlt~onsand f,111
w q e s (item 41). This fact01
clearly suggests that attenr~on
should be given to social cohesion and social harrnony ralher
than emphaslzjng values that the
Hawaiian elttes in our sample see
as socially disruptive such as reli gious beliefs (itcm 411). unions
(41), and students' ~ n ~vidunl
d
values (note that itcm 4c carries a
negative loading).

Factor 4
In Figure 5 (see page 27), we
can see that itcms 41, 4p, and 4 k
load on the fourth factor. This
factor includes themes of values
education that address issues rclatcd to personal growth such as
1le;llth education, prornot~onof'
empathy, and prevention of gender slereotyping. It is impel-tant

to note that the Likert scale mean

for item 4k (Girls are destined to
have significant home-building

responsibilities and the schools
should prepare them for this future) is almost 5 (4= neutral, 7=

should be left out). This means
that the Hawaiian elites in our
samples wish to place little emphasis on preparing girls for
home-building responsibilities.
We have therefore interpreted
that the Hawaiian elites oppose
gender stereotyping in school.

Factor 5
Finally, Figure 6 (see page
27) documents the loadings and
means for items 4d and 4h. Both
themes measure constitutional or
legalistic values: equality before
law as well as no discriminatjoi~
based on class, ethnicity or religion. Both items in the factor
have very high means, indicating
a desire for strong emphasis of
these values in the curriculum.

Conclusions and Policy Impli-

cations
The results from the factor
alalysis lead us to confirm that
Hawai'i is at a crossroads of different value systems. This applies especially for the first three
factors: Family and Community
Values (factor 1 ), Gender Equality and Human Rights Values
(factor 2), and Social Cohesion
and Social Harmony Values (factor 3).
The second factor, Gender
Equality and Human Rights Values, corresponds clearly to
American values, whereas the

third factor, Social Cohesion and
Social Harmony Values, is associated with Asian values. As revealed in our contextual research,
American values tend to emphasize, among other things: gender
equality, individual rights, and
critical thinking. All items measuring these values loaded high on
Gender Equality and Human
Rights Values.

American values
or Asian values
do not refer to
actual cultir ral
practkes in these
countries but rather
reflect on the cultural
norms that residents,
especially immigrants
and minorities, are
expected to assimilate
to and internalize.
We have traced an equally
consistent pat tern corresponding
to a specific value system for the
third factor labeled Social Cohesion and Social Harmony Values.
The values loading on factor 3
are commonly referred to as
Asian values. A clear example
of an Asian value is item Ji.
which is characterized by the
downplaying of social differences and stressing obligations to
help those who encounter djfficulties. The same Iine of argumentation can be found in two

other items: Schools should understate social differences based
on religion (item 4h) or social
class (item 41) in order to promote social cohesion and social
harmony. The common theme of
Social Cohesion and Social Harmony Values is the emphasis on
commonalities ralher than on issues that are potentially disruptive to social cohesion and social
harmony. Thus, differences
should be downplayed in valucs
education, and commonalities or
broader social issues (item 4c)
should be stressed. Closely related to the emphasis on social
cohesion and social I~annonyis
the teaching of empathy and tolerance which schools should
promote by helping students gain
an understanding of all poljtjcal
and social viewpoints from ttir
n ~ o s conservative
t
to the rllast
liberal (item 40.
Based on our research on
American values education, we
were able to identify those values
that are listed under Gender
Equality and Human Rights Values as Amcrican values, and values loading on Social Cohesion
and Social Harmony Values as
Asian values. Nevertl~eless,there
is a need for caution given that
all societies, Aslan and AI-11erica11
alike, are multicultural and thus,
comprise residcnts o f di fferenl
cultural backgrounds I i o l d i ~ ~
dlgtferent value sq'stetlls. Hence,
.4merjcan values or Asian valucs
do not refer to actual cultural
practices in these countries but
rather reflect on the cultural
norms that residents, especially
immigrants and minorities, are
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expected to assimilate to and internalize.
Whereas Gender Equality
and Human Rights Values (factor
2) and Social Cohesion and Social Harmony Values (factor 2)
correspond to clearly defined cultural norms in American society
and in Asian societies respectively, we are not able to identify
one consistent set of va1~1es
within Family and Community
Values (factor 1) that corresponds to one specific value system. Instead, we are left with a
series of dazzling questions: Are
Family and Community Values
Hawaiian values or a mixture of
Hawaiian, American and Asian
values? As we wiIl illustrate in
the following, we can make a
compelling case for each of these
two interpretations.
First, there is empirical evidence for interpretillg Family and
Community Values as the
Hawaiian dimension of values
education. Two of the seven
items (items 4s, 41) explicitly
address themes that are
associated with Hawaiian values
(supporting the family, solidarity
wi thln communities) because
they emphasize the need to care
for the community. This factor
can therefore be interpreted as a
revival of Hawaiian values. The
highest loading items 4g
(Schools should teach young
people to venerate their heroes
and promote national pride) and
4a (Schooling should first
promote an understanding and
love of nation then teach about
the rest of the world) lend further
support to the interpretation that
this factor reflects a nationalistic,

In sum, based on the interpretation ofthe individual items,
Family and Commirnity Values
(factor 1) can be either ~nterpreted as a factor that represents
Hawaiian values ol- as a factor
that integrates Hawaiian, Amencan and Asian values. A closer
examination of Hawaiian educational elites, presented in the following, has led us lo opt for h e
Iatter interpretation. F r t i i i ~ l y
Conln~unityValues should bt:
regarded as an integration of
Hawaiian, .Americarl and Asian
values, and therefore be interis increasingly a strong natio~~al- preted as Pacific vrrllres.
istic feeling within local culture,
Eighty
of our Hawaiand an increasing polarization
ian elite sample is co~nprisedof
away from the mainland.
Asian Americans and Pacific IsSecond, there are also comlanders. All but two rcspo~*ldrnts
pelling arguments for inte~pretagreed that there is a dislinctive
ing the first factor as characterisset of Asian \,;~lues
( s u ~ ' i ~ equesy
tic for Paczfic vuiues because we
tion I6a), but only l ~ a l of
f the rccan see a set of indigenous and
spondents would \iai:t LO see
nationalistic values (items 4g, J s ,
schools rnalce :In cf'tb1.t 10 teach
4w) that are supplemented with
Asian values (survey quest~on
I6b). What does this discrepAsian values (items 40 and 4e)
and American values (item 4q).
ancy betwczr~familiarity wit11 rllt
Two items are closely associated
Asian value system and dis~ancwith Asian values because they
ing oneself from this v c n value
reflect a strong work ethic insystem suggest? Are w< clealing
cluding the need for loyalty, obehere with Asian I Inw:u~anelites
dience, punctuality at the work
w l ~ oare assimiiatsd; t h a ~is, have
place (item 4e) and demand that
internalized thrce different value
schools should teach children to
systems: Hawaiian, Asian and
American? There is inuch to
respect hierarchy and to support
the government (item 40). In
support this interpretation.
contrast, item 4q comprises a set
Our investigation of the comof values that are associated with
posilion of Hawaiian educational
the America~~
norms of individuel I tzs has revealcd interesting
alism (recognizing the imporf i n d j ~ ~ that
g s advance our undertance of personal p r ~ d eand idenstanding of globalizatjo~~
proctity) and diversity (understanding
esses. Globalizaticm theories in
students unique origins and h e r comparative education that deal
tage).
with convergence and divergence

tionalistic, Hawaiian values education revival in schools. Eric
Yamatnoto (19791, for example,
has characterized the resurgence
of the emphasis on local culture
in Hawai'i as follows: multiculturalism, a shared value orientation, and the creation of a new
culture. Thus it can be stated that
Fanlily and Community Values
(factor l ) reflects an emphasis of
Hawaiian local culture. 111 adclition, the inclusion of nationalism
(items 4g and 4a) can be explained by the fact that as
Wooden (1995: 128) states, there

--
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- at center stage and analyze
what is occurring around these
countries. From this postcolonial
perspective in which we locate
the Pacific Ocean at the center,

of those whom we study needs to
be an imperative for co~nparativr

the United States needs to be referred to as an Eastern country
and the Asian countries at the
Pacific Rim as Western countries. Taking on the perspectives

education researchers who attempt to be cuiture and context
sensitive.
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Figure 4: Items that Load on Factor 3: Social Cohesion and Social Harmonv Value
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Figure 5: Items that Load on Factor 4: Personal Growth Values
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Figure 6: Items that Load on Factor 5: Legalistic Values
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I

n current debates about
Thai values, two distinct
yet interlocking themes
emerge: materialism and
democracy. These concepts suggest an emerging values system
which is in context with the perceived values of the past. Materialism and consumerism are
viewed as a consequence of economic expansion and a cause of
recent economic crisis, and they
are a challenge to emerging democracy and the forn~ationof a
responsible civil society. In this
milieu, an array of other values,
compIementary and contrary to
materialism and democracy, are
being reiterated andlor reinvented to fit the dynamic Thai
society.
In 1996, nearly a year before
the crash of the Thai economy,
Professor Dr. Kriengsak
Chareonwongsak of Thailand's
Institute of Future Studies for
Development said of conternporary Thai society, "People will do
anything possible. . .for material
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gain, as society ovcremphasizes
the value of material wealth. ..
which always bring [sic] much
prestige and power" (Kriengsak,
1996). He is not alone in his indictment. A leading economist
in one of the country's lop universities remarked that for Thai
people "consumerism has become the most vicious enemy"
(Interview 8/6/97).

An array of other
values, cornplementary
and contrary to
materialism and
democracy, are being
reiterated andor
reinvented to fir tlr e
dynamic Thai society.
From a more moderate perspective, a senior scholar in psychology felt that the dominant value

in Thai sociely today is the personal materialistic value. "I
think," she remarked In a1 interview, "it's the same everywhere.
People don't care much for the
spiritual value or thc things that
are non-materialistic, but [rather]
the things that have more materialistic values. Money, for exampie. Moticy, career promotion.
The material reward." (Interview,
8/5/97).
Such crilic\ues of current societal values may seem appropriato for many of the 1%orld's
communities, but fbr lcading
Thai academics, polic) makers.
and social activists and untrcs.
materialism or consumeris~n1s
not just a sigh of the rapid de\ elopment that the Thai eco~lcl~n
y
has enjoyed over the past decade.
It is also a reflection of a dynamic society, a society characterized by an expanding middle
class and the rapid growth of urbail areas (Suchit, p. 3), a society
that is increasingly demanding
more participation in public af-
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fairs and more accountability
from public servants. Thus,
closely linked with the consumer
culture in which material wealth
"always brings much prestige
and power," is the political or
civic culture.
This paper draws upon the
Sigma Elite Values Survey and
related interviews in an attempt
to understand how Thai "elites"
think about values and values
education in this era. During this
study, education reform was a
significant item on the Thai government's agenda following the
1997 ratification of a new constitution, which states, "Individuals
shall enjoy the equal right to receive fundamental education.. ."
(Section 43). The resulting National Education Act of 1999
stresses the dual importance of
knowledge and morat ity, once
again reiterating that education,
especially formal schooling, is a
key site for the articulation of
ideal values to address societal
issues.

it
I
?

Social and Political Context
The decade of the 1990s may
well prove to be a significant
turning point in Thailand's history. For over thirty years, the
country's economy experienced
steady growth such that from
1 985 to 1995, Thailand had the
fastest growing economy in the
world (World Bank, 1997). Consequently, by the early 1990s,
with double-digit annual economic growth rates and an expanding middle-class, the Kingdom of Thailand, a nation of 60
million people, was considered
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"Asia's Fifth Tiger" by the world
economic press (Hussey, 1993).
Thus propelled into the ranks of
the newly industrialized countries by the early 1990s, Thailand
was prepared for neither the political turmoil of 1991- 1992, nor
for the economic crash of 1997.
These two major events of the
1990s are helping to shape the
debates about the direction the
nation is moving economically,
politically, socially, and psychologically.

Ironically, the growth
of the middle class
and the burgeoning of
the consumer culture
coincided with an
in creasing intolerance
of greed and corruption
among the nation 's
political leaders.
Perhaps the most significant
change in recent Thai society has
been the growth and r i s e of the
middle-class. On average, the
income for the Thai households
increased by over 10% antlually
between 1988 and 1998. Correspondingly, data coiiected by the
National Statistical Office of
Thailand (1999) reveal a subsequent and significant shift in
Thai spending patterns. Over a
15-year period, the percentage of
monthly expenditures for food
declined while non-food
expenditures rose nearly 12 per
cent. Even more striking is the

Even more striking is the percentage of monthly income spent
on non-consumption goods. It
has more than doubled since
1 98 1 (National Statistical Office,
1999). Such figures i l lustrale the
growth of the economy and the
rise of the purchasing power of
Thai citizens. It also supports the
claim of some Thais that excessive materialism has taken root in
society.
Ironically, the growth of the
middle class and the burgeoning
of the consumer culture coincided with an increasing intolcrance of greed and corruption
among the nation's political
leaders. Pasuk and Sungsidh
(1 994) credit the rise of corruption as an issue [their emphasis I
in the late 1980s to the rise of
democratic institutions, including
the parliament and the press, and
to increasing competition for political power (p. 1 87). After dccades o T governments headed primarily by military dictators, Thai
civilians, led by the business
community, began to call for increased democratization and a
civilian government elected by
the people. The first civilian
government in over a decade was
elected in 1988; but in February
1991, a military coup overthrew
the government, citing corruption
in the government as the reason.
tn May of the following year, the
middle class took to the streets of
Bangkok in massive protests and
riots that forced the military regime to step out of politics and
brought about a rebirth oi'democracy (Suchit, 1996). In October, 1997, a new constitution

was ratified, further illustration

that the political power of the
tnilitary is fading as the civilian
government strengthens.
By the mid- 1990s, a number
of factors, including intense
property and stock market speculation, enornlous private foreign
debt, and a lagging mar~ufacturing sector, led to the crash of the
Thai economy in July, 1997
(Bello, et al, 1998; Pasuk &
Baker, 1998; Unger, 1998). In
the face of seemingly get-richquick schemes, such as property
speculation, and the rampant
conspicuous consumption of the
early 1990s, i t is not surprising
that many Thais are blarnit~ga
lack of moral virtues and an absence of a responsible civil society for the economic troubles.
Currently faced with rising prices
and dwindling savings, the middle class is questioning its recently acquired materialistic values, its tolerance of greed and
corruption, and its view of development that is focused narrowly
on economic gains (e.g. Bello et
al, 1998; Kriengsak, 1996;
Mulder, 1997; Pasuk & Sungsidh, 1994; Pasuk & Baker,
1998; Personal Correspondence,
1997-1999). Consequently, Thai
discourse is beginning to revolve
around a revival of values as a
remedy for solving the economic
crisis and as a basis for building
a democratic society. Education,
especially the nine years of compulsory schooling, is seen as an
ideal arena in which to revive
and emphasize positive values.
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Values Education
Thai public schools have aIways been a vehicle for
propagating values. Influenced
by European and Japanese
schooling and built upon more
than six hundred years of
traditional monastic education,
Thailand introduced formal
education for the masses early in
the twentieth century. One of the
primary justifications for
establishing schools was to teach
what it meant to be Thai, to hold
the values and practice the
morality that would create social
solidarity.

Thaipublic schools
have always been
a vehicle for
propagating values.
Schools were the expected and
entirely appropriate site for this
education. Thus, although public
education in Thai land is secular,
contemporary educational policy
clearly emphasizes social and
moral values, both through its
overruchjng principles and goals
for the sector as a whole and in
the curriculum for every level
(ONEC, 1797).
According to the 1992 Yatiot~alScheme of Educatio~l;md
the Eighth National Educativn
Development: 1997-200 1, there
are four fundamental principles
of education which include encouraging individual wisdom,
conserving natural resources, understanding Thai culture and lan-

guage, and balancing between
dependency and self-reliance
(ONEC, 1998, p. 16). In keeping
with the p~incipals,the goals of
education "emphasize balanced
and harmonious development of
the individual in four aspects:
wisdom, spiritual develop met^ t,
physical and social development"
(ONEC, 1998, p. 16). Three out
of four of these goals-wisdom,
spiritua1 development, and social
development-are essentially an
articulation of values, including
moral. c ~ v i cand
, social values.
Wisdom, for example, includes
the abilily to "differentiate hetween virtues and viccs, righ! and
wrong," and to "be creative and
possess an inquiring mind." An
educated person who has developed spiritually should be ablc to
"uphold reIigious principles and
train one's mind to bccome morally developed; be consctous of
wrong-doings, self-controlled
and self-disciplined; [and] possess concentration and perseverance." Similarly, social development means, among other
things, to "possess proper social
behavior; ex tend help unselfishly; presenle the Thai national
ident~tyand culture; recognize
and observe one's own rights and
others' rights and frcedorn.. .;
[and] be able to utilize and conserve natural resources." (ONEC',
1998, pp. 1 7-1 8).
At the school level, via forrnal curricula and texts, values
education which etnphasizes responsibili ties toward country,
society, family and oneself, continues to be a major component
of primary education. The cur-
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rent primary school cuniculum is
divided into four areas of instruction: Basic Skills, Life Experiences, Character Development,
and Work-Oriented Experiences.
According to the curriculum,
Character Development accounts
for 20 to 25 percent of instruction
time for grades one through six
and is defined as "dealing with
activities necessary for developing desirable habjis, valucs, attitudes and behavior which will
lead to desirable character"
(ONEC, 1998, p. 47). In separate
subject classes in moral education, students study units such as
"Good School, Good Discipline,"
"Good and Happy Family," and
"Conforming to Thai Culture and
Traditions;" virtues such as
"Honesty," "Responsibility," and
"Diligence;" as well as "Buddhist
Principles." (MOE, 1995, pp. 4950, 57-58, 62). Values education
also forms a large component of
other areas of instmction including school rules, rituals and extracurricular activities.
When students reach secondary school, the overt attention
given to values and moral education in the formal curriculum decreases dramatically. It is confined to social studies classes
which include history, economics, government and Buddhism,
and through scouting and club
activities. However, teachers are
formally encouraged to integrate
values education in every subject
and activity.
Objective m d curricular
guidelines for values education,
especiaIly CIVIC and moral values, are quite clearly articulated
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for all levels. Despite this emphasis, values educatjo~lis perceived to be failing. The director
of primary education for a large
northeastern province remarked
that "vaiues education is currentIy ignored in schools.
Schools emphasize academic
subject matter" (tnterview,
7130/97). He explained further
that parents are demanding this
shift in emphasis as competition
for places in the best high
schools and colleges increases.
An educational researcher elaborated, "parents are more educated
in genera! so they understand the
significance of education. .. .
They would like their children to
get an education to improve the
ql~alityof themselves, to have a
good mind, and to have more
choices." (Interview, 8/5/97].
For most parents, this means an
emphasis on the subject matter
that appears on examinations.
Consequently, moral education
as an evaluated subject often receives the same type of intellectual objectification as mathematics or ancient history. It is seemingly divorced from any application to real life.
In his critique of pritnary
school textbooks, Mulder ( 1997)
claims that children are given a
moralistic, primarjly religious,
view of Thailand which emphasizes an imagined and idealistic
view of history and society, one
which is divided into "good" and
"not good." He suggests that,
according to the textbooks, "the
task of the schoul is to reproduce
morally good people who are determined by a rather simple-

minded set of values" (p. 52).
Moreover, the secondary school
texts offer little enhancemer~tto
the primary level Icssons
(p. I 1 I).
Teachers also come under
fire for their perceived inability
or unwillingness to teach values.
One critic explained his view:
"The teaching method is lecture.
They tell, 'You must do this.
Yo1.i n ~ l ~not
s t do that.' Teachers
don't 'give closeness' to students. They don't have the time
to devote to students for vaiues
and personal development" (Interview, 7/30/97). Similarly, a
Chalalongkom University education professor said of teachers'
methodology,
It seems to me that nowadays
we define and practice education or teaching as the transmitting of knowledge or
skills or values. T think the
term 'transmitting' is not a
good term to define teaching.
. . .I think education sometimes has something artificial. [Teachers] try to [bring
an] artificial world into the
classroom, just learn in the
classroom, just learn from the
book only.. .I think it is not
enough (Interview, 8/8/97).
The professor whose research
has focused on the teaching profession in Thailand beiieves that
**verygood teachers' are the essential key to successful values
education. He laments that the
quality of teachers has drast~cally
declined. In the past, "Thailand
had a good policy to bring the
top [students] from each province
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to train to be teachers," contends
the professor. "We [had] good
people to be teachers by choice,
not by chance." In addition, the
teaching profession was highly
respected. But 50 years later, the
top students are turning to other,
more lucrative professions such
as engineering and medicine,
while education is often a student's last choice among fields of
study and of careers. "So it is
just by chance [bad luck or poor
exam performance] that they get
into the teacher education institutions, and then by chance get the
degree in education. And, i f they
can't get another job, they will be
a teacher." ([bid)
The quality of teaching is not
the only attack teachers face.
The quality of their personhood
is also being questioned by
nearly every Thai involved in
this study, from local school
principals to high level administrators in the central government.
They recognize that next to the
family, teachers need to be good
models for children. This is
more important than what happens in the formal teaching of
values and morals; it leaves a
more lasting impression on students. One common example of
teachers as poor moral models is
that some teachers frequently get
into debt to buy automobiles and
other consumer goods. This is a
persistent problem among many,
especially rural teachers, as the
salaries are low and the urge for
material gain is high. A few
teachers also are known to gambIe and drink and have even been
known to sell illegal drugs to
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their students (Interviews,
7/29/97,7/30/99(21, 8/6/97).
Many of these teachers live in
small villages and/or on school
grounds, making them highly
visible to thcir impressionable
students. When faced with such

living examptes, the dry moralistic tone of classroom pedagogy
has little meaning for children.

Parents, as partners
in edlrcating their
childrurr, are also
criticized for neglecting
the social and moral
deveioprnent of
their children.
From a more benign perspective, some of the "best" teachers
are criticized for focusing "on the
ability of good teaching but good
teaching so the children in the
class get good inarks and ...can
enter into the university. [This]
reflects the good ability of that
particular teacher. Even though
that teacher might not be a good
morai [model]" (Interview,
8/5/97). This type of teacher reinforces the perceptiot~that
achievement in academic subject
matter is superior to goad character development.
Parents, as partners in educating their children, are also crjtjcized for neglecting the social
and moral development of their
children. Parents are too busy
working, either trying to make
ends meet or to get ahead. The

attention they give to children
seems to be much less than in the
past. Family structure is also
s h fting
~ as families become more
mobile, migratory labor increases, and upheiivals such as
divorce increase. Consequently.
some families are abandoning
this crucial role and expecting
schools to fulfill it. This is putting more pressure on schouls
and teachers and exposing them
to greater criticism.
The Thai national education
policy is imbued with values, mil
the propagation of these values i s
central to the e d u c a t ~ o l ~enteral
prise; but the pl.actrce does not
live up to these idcals. In
recognition of the volatility or
current Thai society, The Office
of the National Education Conimission (ONEC), the govemnenl
agency responsible for education
policy and evaluation. has identified a "New Era of Nnt ional
Education" from 1997 onward.
This is an Era that is responding
to drastic social changes and
growing demands for radical reform in education. According to
a recent report, "reibrm of the
education system is one of the
most important areas of social
rcforn~si~lceit is believed that
educatioti is a very important
process to enhance individual
developrnent ~ v h ~ cwhI I t contr~bi ~ t eto social and eouno~nicdevelopment o the counrrq"
(ONEC, 1998, p. 12j.
An examination of educat~on
in this context of confusion and
upheaval suggests that values
education may be reevaluated
and re-emerge as a central com-
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ponent of education reform. This
survey of Thai "elites" reveals
that Thai people agree with
ONEC's assessment of the current social situation and suggests
that values education has a definite place in trying to address
some of these issues.

I

I

F

Description of the Study
This study focused on
perceptions of "ideal" policy
rather than on current practice in
the Thai context. With this in
mind, we defined "educational
elites" as those peopt e who hold
high positions in their respective
areas and are in a position of
influence, preferably nationally,
but at least regionally, in the area
of education, particularly in
terms of public policy formation,
educational research, and teacher
education. Our purposefully
selected respondents were drawn
from government, both elected
officials and civil servants, from
institutions of higher education
and from the business and religious communities.' Following a
preliminary analysis of the survey results, we formal1y interviewed approximately one third
of the respondents to define and
clarify some of their answers,
and we received written comments from many other respondents.
Findings
Why should there be values education ?
To increase a sense of individual responsibility" is the unambiguous, number one reason
for promoting values education
today. Forty-nine percent of the
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respondents listed this argument
as one of their top three reasons
(among 17), and more respondents (39) chose this argument
above any other. Similarly, the
second and third most prominent
arguments-"to provide a guide
for behavior in everyday life"
and "to encourage civic consciousness and strengthen democracy" also emphasize the role
of the individual. All three of
these responses had similar
means and low standard deviations, indicating a great deal of
consensus. (See Table 1, page
39).
What should be taught in
schools?
Considering what broad
themes should be taught in
schools, Thai elites responded
again with the social values that
affect civil society directly: (1 )
Civic Values; (2) Democracy;
and (3) Work Values (See Table
2, page 41). Within these three
themes lie a multitude of values
that contribute to the well-being
of society, socially, economically
and politically. Several have
suggested that Thais have an undeveloped or distorted sense of
the public sphere. Rather than
belonging to all, public is often
interpreted to mean either "that
which does not belong to me," or
"if I grab it first, it's mine." The
willful destruction of public telephone booths is an oft-cited example of the former, while illegal
encroachment on protected forests is indicative of the latter
(Personal Correspondence).
These educational elites take the

meaning of civic-the rights and
duties of citizens-seriously because they perceive that the general Thai population does not.
Democracy, very closely tied to
civic values in the Thai context,
and work values all begin with
the premise of individual responsibility, an understanding of
rights and, especially, duties.
(See Table 2, page 39).
National Idenlily and Patriotism and Moral Values are given
some prominence in this survey,
but lack the emphasis that their
presence in the school curriculum
would suggest. These two
themes are the core of the values
education curriculum. They are
emphasized at morning assembly, in ethics and religion classes,
in social studies and history
classes, and in scouting and other
extra-cunicular activities. Yet
Thai educational elites are espousing a somewhat different
view of "nation," one where
civic responsibility and democracy will help to define the national identity and moral values.
A deputy prime minister, who
felt that National Identity and
Patriotism should be left out of
schools, explained:
What I'm afraid of is that
when you try to teach this
concept o f loving the nation,
you easily slip into a sort of
nationalistic indoctrination
and sentiment which often, in
the end, does not serve national interests. I'd like first
and foremost for people to
think about the love of mankind, humanity.. . So I'd like
people to feel strongly about
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the common challenge facing
the whole world, and to think
about themselves as part of
the world, much more than
belonging to just a society or
a country. But this does not
in any way mean that they
should not take into account
public responsibility. I guess
this is about the concept of
the nation. (Interview,
10/14/98).

Despite the world view of the
deputy prime minister, Global
Awareness is ranked near the
bottom of the themes to be emphasized in schools, followed
only by Gender Equality and ReIigious Values. Certainly there is
recognition of the increasing
globalization in which Thailand
plays an active role. However,
themes relating to Thai society
and personal development should
take precedence in schools, according to the elites.
The Buddhist religion--one
component of the Thai ideological triad of Nation-ReligionKing-is quite prominent in most
schools via the formal curriculum, observance of Buddhist
rituals and holidays, and daily
prayers. It seems, therefore, surprising that Religious Values
falls last in the list of themes.
Among the survey respondents,
religious values are important,
but not necessarily Buddhist rites
and rituals-the view of religion
commonly taught in schools.
Many elites who were interviewed feel that religious values
are central to moral development
but not, however, that one par-

ticular religion is superior over
another. "I think the central
teachings of other religions are
the same--honesty, behave well,
control yourself, non-aggression.. ." (Interview 8/5/97).
Thus, the respondents state that
the principles of religion, the
moral values, should be given
much emphasis, but a particular
religion, viewed in terms of religious practices, need not.

I'd like people to feel
strongly about the
common challenge facing the whole world,
and to think about
themselves as part of th e
world, much more than
belonging to just a
society or a country.
What should be taught in
schools: Controversial issues
Among the values themes
that should be emphasized in
schools, Family Values ranked in
the middle, neither most nor least
important. However, out of 25
potentially controversial issues
presented to the survey respondents, the idea that schools
should foster values supporting
the family was considered the
least controversial, indicated by a
mean of 1.3 1 with a standard deviation of only .55. (See Table 3,
page 42). To most Thai respondents, actually teaching family
values cannot be done in isola-

tion from the family. The
schools can, however, support
these values by emphasizing the
importance of respect to elders,
the characteristics of "happy
families," and the virtues of
gratitude and familial responsibility. (See Table 3, page 39).
Gender issues do not hold a
prominent place in the values
debate in Thailand. Perhaps this
is because there is a strong belief
that girls have essentially the
same talents as boys and should
be given equal opportunities and
encouragement in schools
(ranked #2),as well as a recognition that, given tlicsc cqual opportunities, girls are not
necessarily destined to have
significant home-building
responsibilities any more than
boys are. High priority is also
given to encouraging mutual
respect between boys and girls
(#6). These attitudes are
reflected in the school curriculum
that includes housekeeping and
handicrafts as well as agriculture
and job skills for both boys and
girlshe third least controversial
issue is that schools should promote a truly global (worldwide)
view of the world. Like the issue
of family values, this global view
issue sccms contrary to the relalively little popularity of emphasi7ing Global Awareness in
schools. Accounting for this
contradiction is more difficult.
Thai people have an awareness
of the inter-connectivity of the
world, awareness heightened during the economic crisis and subsequent intervention by international institutions such as the
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Asia Development Bank and the
International Monetary Fund.
Consequently, respondents may
feel that, like gender equality,
there is a sufficient degree of
Global Awareness relative to
other values themes, but that it is
a non-controversial issue which
should be promoted where possible.
Out of the 25 issues presented in the Survey, only two
items have a mean score below
3.5, the mid-point between "very
strong emphasis" and "should be
left out." These two issues suggest that children should be
taught to "respect hierarchy and
to support the government" and
that "girls should be prepared for
their destiny as "home-builders."
Although the "traditional" Thai
values include a respect for authority and seniority, contemporary Thai elites view this attitude
as contrary to the democracy and
meritocracy that they would like
to see develop in Thailand. According to many respondents,
peopie should be respected for
their abilities and moral qualities,
not for their gender or positions
of power and wealth.

i
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How should values education
be conducted?
The "how" of values education inciudes questions about the
best settings for values education
as well as to whom it should be
targeted. Although the Thai elites gave answers across the
spectrum of possibilities, there
was significant agreement regarding the most appropriate settings for religious, civiclnational,
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and moral education. As indicated in Table 4, home and family are the most appropriate settings for values education. Over
50% of the respondents felt that
this is the most important setting
for religious and moral values,
and 40% thought civic and national values should be taught
first and foremost in the home.

According to many
respondents, people
should be respected for
their abilities and moral
qualities, not for their
gender or positions of
power and wealth.
Approximately 75% felt that this
must be among the top three settings. For the elites as a whole,
religious education should take
place in the home, within religious groups and institutions, and
in the media. The respondents
were unanimous in thinking that
the military is no place for religious education. (See Table 4,
page 40).
Civiclnational education is
more appropriate in the school
setting than is religious education. A separate subject class
and integrated within the established rules and procedures of
school life are, after home, the
most appropriate sites for civic
and moral education. This is in
keeping with the respondents'
earlier indication of the importance of civic education and the

need to develop civic society and
democracy by encouraging individual moral behavior.
When faced with the choice
of settings given in this survey,
the Thai elites tended to respond
in a way that reflects current
practice in schooIs and communities. That is, they recognize family as the most important setting,
but teaching values as a separate
school subject and through
school rules are also quite significant.
Contrary to the above discussion, when answering a different,
yet related question, Thai eIites
indicated strongly that values
education in schools should be
integrated throughout the formal
and informal curriculum, rather
than treated as a separate subject.
The interviews substantiated this
view. Without exception, each
person we interviewed, backed
by many of the written comments, suggested that values
education should not only be integrated, but also be cxpcricntial
in nature. The respoi~dei~ts
indicated thal children must see positive role models, they need to
have a contextual understanding
of the reasoning behind the emphasis on good values, and they
require a chance to practice the
values that are taught at home
and in school. Values cannot be
fully taught and understood in an
artificial environment, according
to the respondents. Children
must be given opportunities to
learn by doing. "And you do
that," suggested one respondent,
"by getting them to do extracurricular activities together.
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Then they learn about how to live
with other people. They learn
about responsibilities. They
learn about how to resolve conflict. Then they leam about democracy" (Interview, October
1998).
In addition to ranking the appropriate settings for values education, respondents were asked to
rank the top three groups that
they felt should most receive
values education. The elites felt
very strongly that values education should begin in early childhood; 70 percent choose primary
school children (6- 1 1 years old)
as one of the top three most important recipients of values education. This view is reflected in
the current curriculum which
places much emphasis on values
in the primary grades. Fifty-four
percent chaose secondary school
children (1 1-14 yr. old) as one of
the top three, followed by 50
percent in favor of in-service
teachers receiving values education.
The Thai elites participating
in the survey turn their critical
eye on teachers as a weak link in
the values education process.
They speak and write at length
about the necessity of positive
role models for children. According to the Thais, positive role
models are clearly lacking in
public life where politicians are
constantly under suspicion of
corruption and in the mediawhich glorifies violence and elevates triviality to significance
(Interview, 10/13/99). As
prominent adults in chiIdren's
lives, it falls to the teachers to
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help fill the void. Yet many of
them are found lacking. Given
these sentiments, it is not surprising that the Thai respondents indicated that in-service teachers
should be among the targeted
groups for values education.

Teachers are often
in isolatiurz irt their
separnie classroonrs and
consequerttly unable to
share ideas and learn
from their peers.
Considering the emphasis on
in-service teachers as a target
group for values education, thc
total lack of priority given to preservice teachers is surprisi~lg.
Only one respondent chose preservice teachers as the most important recipient, and approximately 9% chose them among
the top three groups. When queried about this apparent contradiction, a distinguished former
university president explained
that his view of values education
for in-service teachers involved
both in-service training and,
more importantly, the creation of
a teacher culture of positive values at the school level.
"Everyday or every week,
they [the teachers] should
come sit together to discuss
whether they have a problem
in school.. . [They should]
share ideas." (Interview,
10/13/98).

Teachers are often in isolation in
their separate classr~oomsand
consequently unable to share
ideas and learn from their peers.
The creation of a positive sharing
enviromnent , he suggests. will
help teachers to be better role
models and to be better teachers

of values. In this way, the focus
of teacher education is on the
school building culture. Preservice teachers are not yet part
of this environment. "Preservice teachers can be 'taught'.
But if you say 'taught.' weI1, at
least 'made aware o f , that's it"
(Interview 10!3 1/98). The signi ficant learning experience occurs when the teacher joins the
school community.
0the.r respondents indicate
that the curricuIum Sor preservice teachers is o~crwhelmed
with academic sub~cctrnatter.
Good values are treated as an inherent quality that the pre-service
teachers shou Id already possess,
and by this virtue, be able to
teach them as necessary. The
Thai elites, many of whom are
deans
professors of education, did not discuss the relationship between the abilities and
behaviors of pre-senpiceteachers
and in-service teachers.

Discussion
Often described as "highly
individualistic and resisting
regimentation" (National Identity
Board, 1995, p. Ill), Thais are
considered to be independent and
fun-loving. It1 her landmark
study of Thai values. Suntaree
(1985- 1998) found that Thai
people tend to place high value
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on self-reliance and independence, while placing low value on
obedience and meekness (p.
182). This freedom and independence is mitigated by the
Thais' realization that "inner
freedom is best preserved in an
emotionally and physically stable
environment. Therefore, they
believe that social harmony i s
best maintained by avoiding any
unnecessary friction in their contacts with others" (NIB, 1995, p.
111). Part of maintaining this social harmony and independence
is to adhere to traditional values,
drawn primarily from Theravada
Buddhism. These include virtues
sucll as non-aggression, gratitude, generosity, honesty, and
modesty. but alsv more secular
values like respect for authority
a11d seniority and respect for
proper etiquette.
In a11 idealized past, adherence to these values ensured a
hm~onioussociety. However, in
the face of rapid, social, eco11omicand political change, these
values have lost much of their
strength, according to current
Thai social debates and among
the respondents in this survey.
The president of a college of
business, arts and education in
the south of the country wrote,
At present, values of "materialism" are so popuIar among
Thais. Everyone realizes that
good living with luxurious
things could come easily to
them only if they have
money. Thus, people struggle and sacrifice their lives
and time just for money.
Only, in the end, they abso-
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lutely forget to think about
the mind (#26, written comment).

Similarly, a nationally renowned and respected monk felt
that there are many prominent
vaIues that Thais should abandon. 'These include values that
harm society as a whole such as a
preference to be richer and
richer; admiration of the wealthy
or famous persons; materialism;
the love of fun and excitement or
any challenging games; dislike of
difficult tasks and preference for
those which are easy; a total lack
of thinking wisely; and a lack of
consideration (#80, written
comment).
He concluded his criticism by
claiming that "the Thais in general are not at all serious about
tlithrlg wisely or acquiring wisdom."
The findings of this study
suggest that, rather than an emphasis on the traditional Thai virtues, education should include
values that address current issues
or problems, especially those associated with consuinerism and
materialism and the devzlopmcnt
of a civil society. The Thai elites
agree that most of the values
cited in the Sigma Survey should
be included in a comprehensive
values education program in the
schools, and they agree that the
school curricuIum should j~lclude
values education which focuses
on the responsible behavior of
the individual as a way of
strengthening civil society. Furthermore, they consider neither
recognizing diversity nor
promoting a single world view

moting a single world view (e.g.
a particular religion) to be intrinsic to a successful values program. They promote "modem"
ideas of democracy and economic development, but reject
Ihe resulting materialistic culture.
Although the respondents of this
survey were critical of contemporary Thai society, they are hopcful for the future.
Future of Values Educatio~~
"You have to lose some, and
you should gain some," is one
Thai elite's pragmatic approach
to the future of values in Thailand. Thailand at Ihe end of the
millennium is at a crossroads.
The heady boom years of the late
1980s and early 1990s are gone,
but the society that they produced is not. The economic crisis led many Thai people, including the King, to call for a return
to the pastoral life of the past, a
time that was simpler and gentler
(Bello, et al., 1 998). But a rcturn
to this r o m a n t ~ c ~ ~past
e d seems
irnpossiblc considering the shifting social, political, a11dsconomic patterns of Thai life
(Pasuk and Baker, 1998, p. 330).
Some of the values held dear by
previous generations are all but
lost while new values are gaining
pron~inencc,Sonlc new values
such as materialism and competition we no1 welcomed by many
Thai elites who hope to mitigate
their influence by emphasizing
traditional values such as responsibility and family. Other, newer
values such as a more global perspective, less tolerance of cormption, and a greater appreciation of

a strong work ethic and democracy are considered important
and worthy of a place in values
education.
The Thai elites who participated in this study indicate that
values education is an essential
part of any education in order to
help young people to be good
and useful members of society.
They admit, however, that
proper, effective values education is problematic. The type of
education most favored by the
elites, positive role models and
experiential learning, is a difficult challenge.
Good values are treated as an
inherent quality that the preservice teachers should already
possess, and by this virtue, be
able to teach them as necessary.
According to some of the respondents, the media should take
a more proactive role in helping
Thais, especially young Thais,

understand the benefits of good
moral citizenship.

Good
are treated
as an in herent quality

that the p r e - s e ~ k e
'lready
possess, and by this virt ~ ebe
. able to teach
them as necessary.
Experiential learning is also
problematic for our elites. Values education must be experiential, they claim, but when schools
are expected to be the primary
site of this education, it is stifled
by a social and fiscal structure
which seeks tangible (economic)
outcomes, such as successful
academic advancement or employability upon leaving school.

The demand for time and resources devoted to academic subject matter outweighs the desire
for a comprehensive, experiential
values
Similarly, the
availability of quali tied teachers
devoted t o values education is
minimal at best.
Regardless of these obstacles,
values and values education is
gaining sign]iicance in the pub1ic
debates about con temporary Thai
society. Indeed, the recently enacted National Education Act of
1999 emphasizes the importance
of integrity and desirable values
as well as awareness and proper
practices of a democratic systern
of government, and it calls for
education to stress knowledge
and skills related to work and
Ieading to a 'good life' u7hlch1s
not materialistic. The task 1s
no\v to implement the p r o t t ~ ~ s e s
of this new7refon-tl act.
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Endnotes
I

Ofthe 80 surveys sent, 50 elites,
almost 63 percent, responded. The resporlderlts, 36 men and 14 women, reside in all five major regions of Thailand--North, Northeastern, Central,
South, and the Bangkok metropolitan
area-with the majority, 22, Living and
working in Bangkok. The other 28 live
throughout the country, but primarily in
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major cit~esor provinc~alcapibls. Only
two represent the small towns or rural
areas. We recognize that fifty respondents cannot represent a population of
sixty m~lllon,or even the smaller population of "educational elites" in Thailand. Nonettleless, our respondents do
represent an army of familial and
educational backgrounds, political
persuasions, religious affiliations,

rcligious affiliations, geographic
locations, and professional lives. Yet,
they all share a cornmoil interest in education, many of whom are directly involved in values and inoral education;
and their survey and intel-vie\+-rrcsponses display a striking drgree o f
consensus around many of the issucs.
SIUHS,

? :
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Table 1 : Reasons for Values Education

-

Rank Most Prevalent Reasons for Improving Values Education
Order

1

2
3

Mean

- - .- - - 4.10
4.39
4.39

To increase a sense of individual responsibility
To provide a guide for behavior in everyday life
To encourage civic consciousness and strengthen democracy
To provide a guide for behavior in everyday life

SD

n

2.58

39

2.81

38

2.83

38
--- - - -. .

*A lower mean ~ndicatesgreater importance for those who checked an argument as prevalent.

Table 2: Values Education Themes
What Emphasis Should be Placed on Each of the Following
Themes (1 = very strong
emphasis)
--- .-- --. - ---- -Civic Values
Democracy
Work Values
National Identity & Patriotism
Moral Values
Personal Autonomy and Reflection
Ecological Awareness
Family Values
Diversity and Multjculturalism
Peace and Conflict Resolution
Global Awareness
Gender Equality
Religious Values

--

Rank

Mean

SD

1
2
3

I .59

1.19

1.81)

1.3s
1.17
1.30
1.31
1.43
1.38
1.46
1.72
1.77
1.68
1.63
1.73

.-. -.-

-.

1.90
2.02
2.04
2.15
2.18

4
5
6

7
8
9

2.43
2.67

10
II

2.7s

12

3.25
3.40

3.12

13

*A lower mean indicates greater Importance should be placed on the values theme.

Table 3: Controversial Issues in Values Education
Rank What Emphasis Should be Placed on Each of the
Mean
Order Controversial Issues (1 = very strong emphasis)
1
Schools should foster values supporting the family, such as
1.31
respect for parents, fidelity, and taking care of children and
elders.
2,
Girls have essentially the same talents as boys and should
1.33
be given equal opportunities and encouragement in schools.
3.
Schools should promote a truly global view of the world.
1.33
4.
Schools should teach children to respect hierarchy and to
3.98
support the government.
5.
Girls are destined to have significant home-building
4.08
responsibilities, and the schools should prepare them for
this future.
---- .

-

- -

.

-.u...m-

.

---

.

..
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SD

n

.55

51

.71

51

.74
1.67

51
50

1.65

51

-

-

.- -

39

Table 4: Setting for VaIues Education

CiviclN
a t ion a1
----- % I , 2 o r 3 --5--1, 2--o r-3-

Religious
Settings for Values Education

.

..

During school as a class
During the established school rules of behavior and
classroom procedures
Outside of school activities such as clubs, sports, arts
Internships and community service
Camps (e.g. during vacation)
Religious Groups and Institutions
Military training and nationaI service
Home and Family
Media

-.. . .

40.8

.

-.

..

-. .

44

.

Moral
(% I , 2 0 1 - 3
46

30.6
20.4
14.3
16.3
57.1
0

77.6

46.9
-.
.".
- .*Number indicates the per cent of respondents who ranked the setting as 1 , 2 or 3
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ocia1 and Political Context

This article examines
the past, present, and future role of moral education in
South Korea. For South Koreans, moral education means educating their children in national
pride, political education, and the
role of the individual to better the
whole of society.
South Korean values education exists in a dual framework.
The social and cultural impacts
of modernization and Westernization which have democratized
South Korea and the traditional
Confucian legacy which continues to perpetuate in the social
rules and guide inter-generational
interactions (in linguistic conventions which reflect status differences) and in the attitudes which
underlie behavior. Therefore,
Confucianism, with its emphasis
on ritual, tradition and focus on
the past, can only partially explain the passion with which Koreans of past generations have
cleaved to tradition.
For a better understanding of
this conflicting dual frame of the
values education it is useful to
examine Korea's unique historical context. Located between
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China and Japan, Korea has been
historically vulnerable to the influence of China and Japan.
However, Korea maintained her
political and cultural sovereignly
until 1910, when Japan annexed
her. The period from 19 10 until
1945 was a period of systematic
deculturalization: for instance,
Korean children were forbidden
from speaking Korean at school,
and educational opportunities for
Koreans were limited.

While our research
-focus is on v a l ~ e ~
education policy in
South Korea, we cannot
overlook the crucial
of living in
a divided country.
.-

-.

- .- .... - ..
-

The division of Korea into
North and South at the end of
World War I1 had important educational repercussions that paralleled the political division. North
Korea sought educational advice
from the Soviet Union (Reed &
Chung, 1997) at the same time
that South Korea was adopting

educational models and practices
from the U .S.
The result of Korea's historical vulnerability, colonization,
civil war and division into North
and South has fostered a culturally tenacious national characteristic which served lo preserve
Korean language and traditions
in the face of cultural imperialism. In the modem era j t helped
Korea to maintain its uniqueness
in the face of forces that pushed
it toward cultural homogenization and globalization. Recently,
cultural tenacity has been an impetus for the renaissance in Korean lraditional art forms and
helps to explain why Confucianism remains such a powerful cult,,,
force.
The political division into
N ~ f l hand South must be underscored in educational irnplications of the Koreans. While our
research focus is on values educalion policy in South Korea, we
cannot overlook the crucial ramification of living in a divided
country. Therefore, we must
take into account the fact that
educational policy in the South is
partly designed in contrast to the
values orientation of the North.

Korea's historical, geographical and political divisions are
only part of the values dilemma.
The generational division between the "War Years Generation" and those born aAer Korea
had recovered from the Korean
War is equally noteworthy. A
commonly used expression that
there is a new generation in Korea every hour reveals the dramatic social changes that have
taken place in Korea over the t ast
several decades. However, the
greatest separation between the
present generation and past generat ions of Koreans is the present
generation's access to affluence.'
Paradoxically, the examination
system, the engine which drives
education in South Korea, is also
woven into the pattern of excess
because parents spend exorbitant
amounts of money for private
tutoring and cram schools to give
their children the educational
edge, despite the fact that legislation has been enacted to stop this
practice. Because education is
such an important determinant of
social status, the commodification of education is inevitable.
This research was conducted
at a significant rnoment in Korean political history. During the
initial stage of this research, the
country was in the uproar of the
~ a n b o scandal
*
and President
Kim Yong-sam's standing was
vanishing. Consequently, the
"wave of cormption" in f 996-97
led moral educators to consider
the idea of including business
ethics as part of the curriculum in
moral education classes at the
high school level. This was one
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of several ideas that appeared in
an unpublished internal discussion paper from the Presidential
Commission on Education Reform (I~lterviewwith Moon
Yong-lin, 1997).

Because educatiott
is such an important deterr~inantof
social startis, the
commodification of
edrrcation i s inevitable.
Another factor that influenced the political and economic
climate during the months that
we were conducting this study
was the Asian Economic Crisis
that was particularly calanii tous
for Korea and helped to pave the
way for the election of President
Kim Dar-jung. The uniquc economic and political conditions of
those months when we were
conducting this research impacted our results in that intsrviewees were particularly sensitive to issues related to political
scandal and societal excesses and
spoke ofterl about the moral climate of Korea.

Values Education Policy
Like other modem societies
in Asia that have a strong Canfucian tradition, Korea requires
moral education, political education, and etl~jcsas an essential
and regular part o f the forn~al
school curriculun~at both elementary and secondary levels.

As historical conditions have
changed in Korean society and
education, educational refbnners
have responded by reconceptualking the purposes, content and
pedagogy used in moral education classes. In other words, the
reason, content and method of
moral education have changed
over tltne in response to internal
and ex temal historical, econon~ic
and societal pressures.
The content 3rd purposes of
the South Korean Education system are grounded in a set of social and political values which
are reflected in the provisions
that are laid out in the Education
Act of 1949. This Act. which
was amended by laws througl~out
the succerditlg five decades, is
important becausc of its rzlevancc for the present cducatlon
system in gencral bui. 111 pal-tlc11lar, because of its moral tonc, the
values which 11 prosnotes and its
historical relevance for this
study.
ArticIe I states that "the purpose of education is to achicve
integration of character, instill
the abilities of an independent
life and ihe qualifications of cirizenship, and thus corltribute lo
the development of a democratic
nation and realize the idea of coprosperity based on the ~ d e aof
'Hongi k Inkan" - the greatest
service for the beneii t of mankind. In order to achieve this
purpose, Arlicle 7 of the Education Act lists seven guidelines.
1. Nourrshnient of k~lovvledgc
and habits necessary ~ O the
I
sound growth and mai ntenance of the body and culti-
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2,

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

vation of an i~zdomitable
spirit;
Nuurishment of a patriotic
spirit for the country and nation in order to prcscnFeand
develop the nation's independence and advance the
cause of world peace;
Inheritance and enrictment
of our national culture, thus,
contributir~gto the develaprnent of'the world;
Fosreringofa spirit oftruthscckiog and an ability to
think scientifically for creative activitics and a rational
life;
Encouragement of peaceful
associations with the community with a spirit of faithfulness, cooperation, respect,
love of freedom and 11jgh regard for responsibility;
Development of an aesthetic
se~iscirk order to appreciate
and create sublime fine arts,
enjoy the bcauty of nature,
and utilize leisure time effectively for an enjoyable life;3
Encouragement of thriftiness
and faithfulness lo one's
work in order to become an

able producer and a wise
consumer for a sound ecotlomic life.
Among other documents
which help to illumjnate rhe purposes o r education and its rale in
the development of Korean values is a document produced hy
the Korean Ministry of Education
(1 980). It redefines educational
ideals and goals to meet the
needs of societal change, noting
that education should not only
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develop productive manpower
but should alsa help students
cope with the "problems of the
new dimension, such as those

assoc\atedwith value conflicts,
moral deprivation, and dehumanization inhere~ltin a highly
industrialized society" (1960:
I 1 7).

The reduction
irr moral education
classes is part of
a general reduction
in reqf#iremerzbfor
students at the
secondary level.
According to a Ministry of
Education oflicial, the 7th Nat ional Curriculum, which takes
cffcct in 2003, will see some re-

duction in the requirement for
1nora1education at the lower and
upper secondary levels. This official pointed out that this is not
an indication of the reduc 2d importance of moral education but a
response to complaints from parents that schools have too many
requirements. 'l'he reduction in
moral education classes is part o f
a ger~cralreductiuil in requirements for students at the secondary level. According to this official, at the upper secondary
level, the 7th National Cl~rrirulum reduces the current 6 credits
over three years of moral education to 2. Although this official
believes the reduction in requirements reflects overburdened

students, other informants have
pointed out problems witb the
system. Seoul National University professor and Chief Member
of the Presidential Commissiori
on Educational Reform during
the Klm Young-sam presidency,
Dr. Moon Yong-lin, argues that
moral education has not been
very successful over the last 50
years becausc of proble~iiswilh
inconsistent currjculuni and an
over emphasis on pro-govern
ment mora! messages. But he
also suggests that asids from
content and curricular Issues,
there are pcdagogical issues
scVhichhave hampered the teaching of rnor.21 education. Large
cjasses du not permit the kind of'
discussion and interchange that is
conducive to moral dcvelopll~ent,
and teachers are not prepared for
this t j pe of discussion. He notes
that fewer than fifty (50) percent
of moral education teachers are
licensed to teach moral educa-

tion.
rlccording to our interviewses, the content ofmoral educati011 t lasses was not fully integrated into lives; i t was seen as
something scparatc from living
A former, moral education

teacher made the observation that
"moral education is taught as a
body of knowledge like Korean
or math." He noted that this has
disadvantages as uell as advantages. The disadvantage is that
"knowledge for credit does not
l~avt:irrlplications for ' ~ C ~ ~ O H S . "
The advantage of having MoraI
Education as a scparate subject is
that there is time set aside in the
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regular curriculum to address issues of a moral nature.
While this study focuses on
moral education in school settings, it is important to note that
formal, moral education classes
in school settings are 01-11
y part of
values education. Both traditional and contemporary values
are communicated explicitly and
implicitly in other classes in the
formal system as well as through
non-formal and informal educatiot~alexperie~lcesin and out of
schoo1.

Description of the Study
Field research was conducted in South Korea in May of
1997 and January of 1998. We
consulted with colleagues in Korea and conducted interviews as
part of the first phase of our research and later as a means of
illuminating the survey data.
This paper includes data from
formal in-depth interviews and
from numerous conversations
and informal discussions wj th
professors and administrators
from academe including a fonner
university president, government
bureaucrats from the Ministry of
Education and the Presidential
Educational Reform Commission, and researchers and curriculum developers from other government sponsored agencies like
the Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI), the Institute for Korean Unification,
the Institute of Curriculum and
Evaluation and the Academy of
Korean Studies.
The Sigma Survey was completed by 107 respondents be-

tween November 1997 and February 1998. Korean elites, who
represent the previously mentioned constituencies as well as
media, politics, law and business,
participated in the study. The
purpose of this study was to ascertain why elites in these countries felt the need for values education, what content they deemed
appropriate, and how and when
they felt it could best be taught.

Unlike some of
the other teams, we
interpreted "front line
elites" to mean teachers
of moral education,
asstrming that they were
experts in this area
bj7 virtzre of their
experience teaching the
subject matter.

terms of emphasis and interpretation. Instead of emphasizing
anti-communism which was a
central theme in their govemmen1 sanctioned curriculum, thcy
emphasized unification and nonconfrontation. When the textbook discussed Confucianism,
stressing the paternalistic role of
government by metaphorically
casting the government in the
role of the "father," one former
moral education teacher and his
colleagues made the point to
their students that Confucian ethics were fundamental to Korean
family life but had no place in n
democratic syste~nof government. Examples like Ihese reveal
the degree to which tcachers can
intervene and a1tzt4the curriculum. Such data is 11 luininatir~g
for researchers who are trying to
make sense of the u ays in which
values arc actually transtnittcd In
school settings. T11c.y also help
to substantiate our contentiorl
that teachers are significai~tas
interpreters and conveyors of
curriculum content.

About a third o f our data came

from surveys filled out by teachers of moral education at the
elementary and secondary levels.
Unlike some of the other teams,
we interpreted "front line elites"
to mean teachers of moral education, assuming that they were experts in this area by virtue of
their experience teaching the subject matter. We felt that teachers.
even when given a standard curriculum to teach, are constantly
making important decisions that
influence educational outcomes.
For instance, they made subsrantial adjustments to the text in

Limitations
The rcsults of the survey
were analyzed in order to illuminate contemporary Korean attitudes toward values education
and to use as a basis for compari son and contrast with other settings in Asia and the West.
Throughout the process we were
aware of the limitations of sunlcy
research. Although the group
that developed the survey represented multiple cultural perspectives, the process of data collection was clearly situated in the
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Western tradition. Translation of
some of the concepts was a problem. We also note that there are
inevitable issues of interpretation. Even words which are accurately translated from one language to another, may have di fferent meanings and nuances in
those contexts.
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Findings
In response to the first question regarding why values education is important, respondents
gave special weight to ( t ) helping each young person develop a
reflective and autonomous pcrsonality ; (2) encouraging grealelcivic consciousness and, thus,
strengthening democracy; and (3)
providing a foundation for spiritual development.
Among these responses, the
latter requires contextualization
and analysis because il might bc
misleading. The term spiritual,
from a North American point of

view, often connotes religious
belief, but this is not the case in
Korea and in some other Asian
countries. Former Minister of
Education, Rhee Kyu-110, helps
to illuminate the concept of
"spiritual education" in the Korean context in an address at an
education symposium in May of
198 1. He writes:
... one of the objcctivzs of our
educational system reform is
the strengthening of spiritual
education. What we caH
spiritual education here is a
combination of what is generally called ~noraleducation
and political education.
(Rhee, 1981)
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Later Minister Rhee explains
that "Spiritual education's core
on the primary level is to implant
national pride and love for country into the minds of the children" (Rhee, l 98 l). In a departure from tradj tional Confucian
notions of valuing the work of
the head over the work of the
hands, Dr. Rhee says, "I think
that physical labor education
bears very big significance for
the spiritual education at secondary schools. A person who has
not ever worked in sweat cannot
realize meaning in life" (Rhee,
198 1, p. 109).
The responses that rcceived
the lowest mean scores and were
not seen as a prionty for values
education are also of interest and
illuminating: (1) to improve respect and opportunities for girls
and women; (2) to promote pride
in local communities; and (7) to
combat ecological abuse.
In response to the question,
"What should be taught in
schools?," pcrsoi~alautonomy,
moral values, and civic values all
received the same high mean
score. Religious values, diversity
and multiculturalism, peace and
conflict resolution, and global
awareness received lower priority.
Korea was nut unusual
among the s ~ t e that
s our research
teams studied in its preference
for avoiding the teaching of religious values in schools. What is
of greater interest for this study is
the clustering of the other three
values (Diversity and Multiculturalism, Peace artd Conflict
Resolution and Global Aware-

ness) at the bottom of the priority
scale.
Koreans describe their country as homogenous. Although
there are many Koreans livirlg in
diaspora, there is a strong sense
of cultural rootedness. Korea
simply does not have significant
nun~bersof minorities living
within its national boundaries.
Chinese are the largest minority
group in Korea and their numbers have fluctuated over the
years.
If we refer to the third guideline in the Education Act for
promoting the purpose of education, "Inheritance and enrichment
of our national culture, thus contribution to the development of
the world," there is a clear sense
that the focus is on the national
culture with residual influence on
the global community by becoming a self-sufficient member of
that community. This is quite a
different no11011 from global
awareness, which includes peace
and conflict resolution as part of
the process toward achieving
.-elobal community, and may explain why these three answers
were clustered at the bottom.
The third question in our survey had to do with vietvs on emphasizing contl.overs~alcontent.
Respondents were asked lo rate
twenty-five items on a Leikert
scale fi-om one to seven as to
whether they should receive
strong emphasis in the curriculum or be left out. Korean respondents ranked the following
values jn descending order of
importance: 1) assisting the child
in developing hisll~erown values;

2) encouraging mutual respect
between boys and girls; 3) fostering values supporting the family.
Those that should be least emphasized are 1) respecting hierarchy and supporting the government; 2) gaining deeper understanding of their own religion;
3) fostering an understanding of
all religions and appreciating the
essential role of unions.
In analyzing these controversial content issues which Koreans
marked as high priority for values education, it is useful to note
the compatibility between the top
priority answer in this section,
(Assisting each child in developing hislher own values) and the
top priority answer to the first
question wherein respondents
chose to "help young people develop autonomous personalities."
The preference for fostering
autonomy and the ability to develop one's own values was also
seen in the other settings of this
study.
The second most popular answer, promoting "mutual respect
between boys and girls," offers
us some insight into what seemed
to be an earlier indication that
values education should not be
concerned with improving the
respect and opportunities for girls
and women. This answer suggests that Koreans would agree
that it is important to place their
emphasis on the relationship between boys and girls, their rnutual respect, rather than focusing
on girls and women as a separate
category.
In response to the question,
"Which country examples should

be most prominently featured?,"
Korean respondents predictably
answered Korea, USA and Japan, indicating the political and
economic prominence of these
countries. Many respondents
added Switzerland, Israel and the
Netherlands, which may reflect
the admiration of national selfreliance of these countries in
spite of limited natural resources.

It appears that
the values tension is
due to the rapid pace
of change, generational
differences, the need
to embrace western
as well as maintain
traditional values, and
the tension between
national identity
and contradictions
in education.
Respondents from Korea
tended to feel that values education should begin in the early
years, but they were less likely
than people in other settings to
feel that it should be integrated
across the curriculum. These responses are consistent with the
way that values education is
presently conducted in Korea. It
begins at an early age and continues through the upper grades
and is taught as a stand-alone
course.

In reference to what groups
should receive the most exposure
to religious education, civillnational education and moral education, young children, in-service
teachers, pre-schoolers, and
teacher learners were indicated.
Considering that all of the
answers for lhese questions were
clustered at the "strongly agree"
end of the scale, we can assume
that our respondents were in favor of religious, civic and moral
education for all of the constituents represented, with the strongest emphasis on civic and national education for the very
youngest children. Koreans also
seemed to feel that teachers, in
particular, need exposure to thesc
areas of values education and
that, as students move through
the system, the need to emphasize values education diminishes
slightly.
Interviews
While the interviews reflect
the diversity of concerns of' tl~c
elites who talked with us over the
period of this study, we call note
some recurring themes. The
most common thread that ruils
through the interviews is a sense
of values tension expressed in a
variety of ways and generated
from both internal as well as external forces. While all of the
factors are interconnected, we
can identify specific areas of tension. It appears that the values
tension is due to the rapid pace of
change, generational difyerences,
the need to embrace western as
well as maintain traditional values, and the tension between na-
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tional identity and contradictions
in education.
Sometimes this vaIues tension was described as confusion
while at other times it was seen
as a kind of balancing act where
particular values systems were
applied in different situations.
For example, one interviewee
spoke about following "Western
values in the day time and Confucian values at night. . . When
we are doing business we have to
live on the Western rational values. . . but when we meet our
fnends or when we meet our father's brothers, we have to use
our Confucian values." Acknowledging that many people
see this as confusing, the interviewee prefers to see the possibilities of creating a harmonious
union of the two systems and underscored the point that traditional values were an essential
part of being Korean. His view
complements the point of other
informants who spoke about
"grafting" Western values on to
traditional values. This image
suggests that new values arc incorporated into fundamental Korean values.
These kinds of discussions of
values tension suggest that the
tension has both negative and
positive aspects. On the one
hand, the tension demands reconciliation between competing
views and institutional contradjctions and constrajnts, holding on
to the aspects of tradition which
enhance and inform the present
while relinquishing those aspects
which undermine refonn efforts.
At the same time, the values ten-
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sion generates a sense of dynamism and potential, which was
acknowledged by some of our

informants.
Policy implications
In looking at the policy implications of this study w e can
ask the following question: Do
current policies and planned policy revisions speak to the values
concerns that were raised by the
results of the survey and in the
interviews?

One musf tread
Zigh tly when discussing
policy implications in u
study like ours.
As indicated earlier in the
paper, an educational reform
package scl~eduledfor implementation in 2003 reduces the
number of hours spent in formal
moral education classes at the
secondary level. Also, there are
other problenu with the moral
educatioi~component of the curriculum, which make this an easy
target for reduced hours. Educational reform is underway in aII
areas of Korean education, and
with new president Kim Daejung and new Minister of Education Lee Hae-chun, a former student activist, Korea can expect
further educational reforn~.It is
difficult to gauge how values
education will fare in the midst
of all this reform. When the
hours are reduced, will teachers
of other subjects feel the need to

integrate it into their curricula in
a more intentional manner?
Might the proposal to use other
criteria besides the entrance examination for college entrance be
a decisive factor in creating a less
competitive and more beneficent
society? Or will the jmplementation of new criteria for entrance
to college simply create a new
hierarchy of status and achievement markers that open new
venues for colnpetjtion with
ramification for students, parents
and teachers at thc lower levels'?
One must tread lightly when discussing policy implications it1 a
study like ours. This is partly
d u e to the fact that Ihe study targeted values education policy
and practice and was nornlat ive
rather than descriptive. It night
be that issues that were given low
priority were given this status
only within the parameters of
values education as it is currently
conceptualized. Since we are
outsiders to the system and reform efforts of the new administration are already in process,
we will defer to our informants
for suggestions about the need
for cbanges.
Some of our informants wondered about the success of the
system in preparing people for
the acceptarm of cultural diversity and are concerned that the
educational system is not putting
enough emphasis on multiculturalism or transnational competencies, but this concern was not
strongly reflected in the survey.
The ideologicaI tension between
the South and North and the issue
of eventual reunification pose a

continuing values education diI

lemma. In an article which describes the six major shifts that
have taken place in moral education cumculum from 1945 to
1992, Dr. Moon Yong-lin suggests that the current version of
the moral education curriculum
(June 30, 1992) emphasizes
"communitarian ethics" as a
preparation for eventual unification with the North (1 997, p . 2).
Issues related to peace and conflict resolution which might have
been seen as relatively less important themes in values education might become more central
to the values discussion as North
and South Korea move closer to
reunification.
The guidelines presented in
the Korean Education Act are
very comprehensive and reflect
both breadth and depth of
thought about the nature and
purposes of education. If there
is anything missing from this
document, maybe it is only because we approach from the perspective of plural societies that
are diverse and multicultural
rather than homogeneous. However, the concerns which were
raised about the insular nature of
Korean culture and the need for a
more inclusive and multicultural
attitude should be taken into account. While there are clear social and historical reasons for
Korea's tendency to monoculturalism, this may indeed be the
area of values education which

requires more thought and ernphasis in the future.

If there is concern
that students are not
deseloping their creative
thinking and social
capacities, values
education might be the
domain in which these
can best be promoted.
Woo Cheon-sik and Lee Juho have argued lhat the superb
performance of Korean's youth
on standardized tests is as much
an indication of the failure of Korean education as it is an indicator of its success (1998, p. 2 ) .
Their point is that the test-driven
system places an en~phasison
rote learning. Large classes and
the need to maintain order result
in unimaginative pedagogy that
favors order and obedience over
creativity, critical reasoning and
spontaneity. Time spent in and
out of school on prepmng for the
college exam leaves little opportunity to develop skills in creative thinking, crjtical reasoning
and social interaction. This problem will be partly rectified by
new guidelines for college entrance, which go into effect in
2002 that will make the exam a

less important criterion for college entrance. If there is concern
that students are not developing
their creative thinking and social
capacities, values education
might be the domain in which
these can best be promoted. Despite the problem of class m e ,
which may continue to plague
Korean education and make Socratic pedagogy difficult, i l appears that the moral education
curriculum has been designed as
a participatory one in which students are required to actively
search for moral principles and
use moral dilemmas as a means
to develop rational thinking.
Furthermore, moral education,
particularly if it is realized
through social action projects,
might result in important educational experiences for Korea's
youth while promoting genernl
social consciousness. The Hew
educatjorl policy, which reduces
hours in moral education, may
actually turn out to be a policy
that does not serve Kore;lYslarger
educational interests, which must
go beyond creating a technolc>g~-

cally competent work fnrce.
In answer to the question posed
at the beginning of this section,
"Do current policies and planned
policy revisions speak to the values concerns that were raised by
the results of the survey and in
the interviews?" the answer is,
partially.

-. ,
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Endnotes

'

One informant noted that the
Seoul Olytnpics were the tllmitlg point
far Koreans who suddenly realized their
affluence and saw their role as an international player crystallized.
2
A political scandal in which Kim
Hyun-chul, a son of President Kim

Young-sam, was connected to the exchange of bribes for political favors.
Guidel~ne#6 notes the importance
of aesthetics as an integral part of educatiot~.The connection in traditional
Confucian thought between morality
and art and the importance of this aes-

thetic sense in the development of a
moral human being were not taken Into
account in our study. In retrospect, our
survey should have included at least one
option related to this important aspect
of moral cultivation.
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